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WELCOME TO THE FINE PRINT: Hard to believe that this marks the eighth anniversary of our Buyer’s Guide.
Many things have happened since the first issue of CW rolled off the presses back in 2002. It’s been fascinating
to see the development of longboarding (and all its offshoots). It has taken quite a bit of time, but the fact is that
longboarding is truly its own category now. You could say it has carved out its own seat at the action-sports table.
It has a unique culture and vibe that welcomes variety in both thought and action. This year’s guide celebrates
this in a way we’ve never done before. It truly feels like 2011 is the year things really start to explode. 

As I write these words, plans are underway for the first longboard trade show in New York City. More than 30 dif-
ferent longboard companies have joined together to create a truly magical event. Probably the most unusual thing
about this event is that it will be streamed live over the Web. There will even be a 30-minute feature available to
watch on YouTube after things wrap up. This means that a decade or two from now, when people wonder what it
was like when Push Culture truly mushroomed worldwide, well, they’ll have some idea.

I owe a huge amount of thanks to my trusty designer, Markintosh, who always saves the day with this guide along
with my other lifesaver, Jonathan Harms. Without these two, there would be no guide. Thank you both. A huge
thanks to all our readers and supporters. We sincerely appreciate all your dedication and support.

Joe Lehm
Photo: Lance Smith
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W
elcome to the eighth edition
of our Buyer’s Guide. For
those of you who are some-

what puzzled by the headline or the
illustration (created by the superbly
talented Chris Dyer), allow me to shed
a little bit of light. The history of skate-
boarding, like the history of most
things, is filled with people taking a
good idea and building upon it. The
expression “the more things change,
the more they stay the same” weighs
heavily within skateboarding. Patterns
keep repeating in skateboarding, and
it’s fascinating to see how things de-
velop. Some readers might be
shocked to learn that we’ve had 

longboards in every generation of
skateboarding (yes, even in the
1960s). It just takes something to
move things from the periphery to the
mainstream. These catalysts appear
out of nowhere, but their roots run
deep. They range from things like the
urethane wheel to the documentary
on the Z-Boys.

One such catalyst appeared in 1985 in
the movie Back to the Future. In one
memorable chase scene, Michael 
J. Fox’s character, Marty McFly, 
performed some remarkable skate-
boarding. The film took four years to
come to get produced and happily 

coincided with the renaissance that
was building within skateboarding.
Watching Marty ride a skateboard (ac-
tually a modified scooter with the
handle ripped off) as he triumphed
over the bullies was exhilarating.
Viewed from a perspective of more
than two and half decades later, the
scene can be thought of as a water-
shed moment within skateboarding.
And yet, when you see what skaters
can now achieve, the footage seems
fairly tame, even slapstick in nature.
But history is all about the context,
and back in 1985, people around the
world had their imaginations sparked
after watching Back to the Future. The
film earned almost $400 million at the
box office and turned a lot of kids on to
the joys of skateboarding.

But our story doesn’t end there. The
skating in the film was actually done
by Per Welinder, a pro skater for
Powell-Peralta. Although the com-
pany had created its first video in
1982, it wasn’t until 1985 and the re-
lease of the video Future Primitive that
things exploded. In the days before
YouTube, skate shops continuously
played Powell-Peralta skate videos to
stoke out their customers. Without a
doubt, it was Future Primitive that
helped to massively fan the flames of
skateboarding’s rebirth.

The question that puzzles many is
what will be the next catalyst within
skateboarding. You can speculate all
day long, but the truth is that no one
really knows. However, I have an idea.
There is a movement within skate-
boarding that has grown organically
over the past 15 years. It has slowly
taken root but hasn’t experienced a
huge moment in a Hollywood film. It’s
rarely mentioned in the other skate
magazines or shown on television.
For years, this movement was held in
contempt by many in the skate world;
to those people, this type of skate-
boarding should have been dismissed
years ago. Yet despite this somewhat
indifferent environment, the move-
ment continues to flourish. The
reason is that the catalyst is actually
found in the product. This is the secret
to its momentum. To put it another
way, longboarding is thriving because
it is incredibly fun. Longboards are not
just part of skateboarding, they are a
catalyst that actually changes skate-
boarding. Back to the future indeed.

Michael Brooke, Publisher 
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FREERIDING – a term used to describe any style of skating downhill that includes drifting,
sliding, hard carves and aggressive maneuvers. Any board a skater is comfortable with that
affords the handling and agility can work for a freeride board. However, the current standard
is a bidirectional board with deep wheel wells or cutouts and often drop-through mounted
trucks of either “conventional” or “inverted” style. This is the style that varies with you, but
generally involves wheels intended for sliding and thrashing, typically 70-76mm in diam-
eter, and 78A-89A durometer.

SPEEDBOARDING – the sport of getting down a hill as fast as possible. Standard downhill
(or “DH”) decks are rigid for stability, with moderate concave, no kicktail and lengths typi-
cally ranging from 36” to 46”. Inverted-style trucks are used, in drop-through and top-mount
configurations with wheels 70-100mm in diameter and 78A-89A durometer. Look for de-
signs intended to eliminate wheelbite, and prepare to encounter the most exotic of materials
ranging from maple to monocoque composites.

SLALOM – usually a timed sport that involves avoiding cones either on flat land with small
spacing (tight), downhill with more varied spacing (hybrid) or steeply downhill with large,
spread-out spacing (giant). Most slalom boards range in size related to the style of slalom,
from 30” to 36”; utilize asymmetrical concave (more in front) with a nonfunctional kicktail or
footrest at the back and toe-stops on the front of hardcore race boards. The standard is for
“wedged,” conventional trucks and 65-77mm wheels with durometers ranging 77A-85A.

CRUISING – traveling from one location to another in whatever manner the skater sees fit.
Any board can be a cruiser, and this term is also used by street skaters to describe any board
with “soft wheels.” Cruiser boards tend to be medium to larger-sized boards, often with
wide shapes that allow many foot positions. Wheels and trucks are based on rider prefer-
ence, but are often inverted-kingpin trucks with wheels to fit the board in a low to medium
durometer. Soft wheels and great turning ability are the hallmark of a campus cruiser and
general fun-hog longboard.

CARVING – the manner of riding a hill where the skater cuts back and forth in hard turns to
scrub off speed and yet maintain control of the board, very much like surfing. Carving boards
are often set up for maximum turning and allow the trucks and wheels to turn as deeply as
possible, with typical board lengths over 36”. Flexible decks are popular but not required. In-
verted trucks and high-traction design wheels with durometers 75A-85A are typical setups.

LONG DISTANCE – a growing style, broken into two groups: Long Distance Skating, where
the focus is the actual pushing over great distances, and Long Distance Pumping, where the
focus is generating momentum by pumping. LDS boards typically have a “dropped deck” for
extra-low height to the road, and LDP boards are often similar in shape to slalom boards, yet
slightly longer. Wheel diameters typically run 70-76mm and durometers range from 77A-
84A, depending on the setup and riding style chosen by the skater.

BOARDWALKING – also called “dancing,” this freestyle skating focuses the upon the skater’s
ability to use the deck to accomplish tricks and maneuvers on the deck. Boards are typically
40” to 60” and may have concave and a kicked nose or tail. Wheels and trucks are often set
up so the board’s agility is easily controlled by the rider and wheelbite is impossible, and
smoothness is ensured via wheel diameters 70-76mm, durometers in the 77A-84A range
and pretty much any truck you like, either conventional or inverted.

TECHNICAL SLIDING – a specialized discipline with some crossover to street-skating gear,
this is the intentional breaking of traction on steep hills to accomplish tricks that modify the
board’s movement down the fall line. Much more than “power sliding,” these tricks can in-
clude stalls, rotations and the use of gloves with pucks for hand-on-the-pavement moves. The
decks are usually 34” to 38” with twin kicks and hard, smaller wheels on conventional trucks,
but a variation growing in popularity (see “freeriding”) uses 70mm or larger “soft wheels.”

WHAT’S THAT SKATEBOARD FOR?
SILVERFISH LONGBOARDING’S GUIDE TO BOARDS AND DISCIPLINES

Skateboarding defies definition to many, but if you’re just getting into longboarding or classic skateboarding, you might be blown away by the variety of purpose-
built styles and construction for skateboards. It’s not all popsicle sticks and teeny wheels, right?! So, here’s a quick and general guide to the basic categories
of boards and the disciplines they’re designed for. None of this means you can’t skate anything, anywhere, but for those of you wanting to figure out what all
those terms mean in the rest of the Buyer’s Guide, here’s a look at the general disciplines and some iconic shapes and setups you might recognize…

OK, that’s a quick look at some of the general disciplines and skateboard styles active within longboarding and classic skateboarding. With experience, you’ll
learn how variations on these themes suit you and your terrain perfectly, but this should give you a great start. If you’d like more information or input, jump on
over to SILVERFISH LONGBOARDING.COM. There are forums for “Beginner Q/A” along with discussion areas for each of these disciplines, and much more. By the
skaters, for the skaters, it’s the largest online skateboard community on the Internet, and it’s the place to check in when you’re not out shredding the concrete
waves. See you out there!
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READERS’ CHOICE AWARDS
2011 Almost 3,000 people cast their votes this year. As you will see, a number

of companies are listed here. Congratulations to all of them on achieving
this level of recognition from riders around the world. Many thanks to
our readers who took the time to fill out the survey.

FAVORITE CARVING/CRUISING DECK
1. Loaded
2. Bustin
3. Earthwing
4. Sector 9
5. Original
6. Rayne
7. Landyachtz
8. Gravity
9. LongBoardLarry
10. Clutch/Soda Factory
11. Arbor
12. Holesom
13. Never Summer
14. Comet
15. Fullbag

FAVORITE DOWNHILL DECK
1. Rayne
2. Landyachtz
3. Earthwing
4. Comet
5. Clutch/Soda Factory
6. Fullbag
7. Bustin
8. Sector 9
9. Loaded
10. Madrid
11. Kebbek
12. Bombsquad
13. Jati
14. Five Mile
15. 313

FAVORITE SLIDING DECK
1. Earthwing
2. Rayne
3. Loaded
4. Landyachtz
5. Bustin
6. Comet
7. Gravity
8. Clutch/Soda Factory
9. Original
10. Sector 9
11. Five Mile
12. La Chica de Curva
13. Fibretec
14. Jati
15. Madrid

FAVORITE FREERIDING DECK
1. Rayne
2. Loaded
3. Landyachtz
4. Earthwing
5. Bustin
6. Clutch/Soda Factory
7. Comet
8. Original
9. Sector 9
10. Fullbag
11. Jati
12. BC Longboards
13. Kebbek
14. LongBoardLarry
15. Gravity

FAVORITE LONG DISTANCE DECK
1. Rayne
2. Bustin
3. Loaded
4. LongBoardLarry
5. Landyachtz
6. Subsonic
7. Earthwing
8. Sector 9
9. Rolls Rolls
10. Clutch/Soda Factory
11. Kebbek
12. Original
13. Comet
14. Fullbag
15. BC Longboards

FAVORITE SLALOM DECK
1. Fullbag
2. Loaded
3. Pavel
4. Sk8Kings
5. Bustin
6. Rayne
7. Subsonic
8. Original
9. Sector 9
10. Landyachtz
11. Earthwing
12. Roe
13. Airflow
14. LongBoardLarry
15. Gravity

FAVORITE VERT/TRANSITION DECK
1. Powell
2. Creature
3. Santa Cruz
4. Element
5. Skull Skates/Deckcrafters (tie)

FAVORITE FREESTYLE DECK
1. Fullbag
2. Loaded
3. Pavel
4. Sk8Kings
5. Rayne

FAVORITE CARVING/CRUISING TRUCKS
1. Paris
2. Randal
3. Independent
4. Bear
5. Original
6. Gullwing
7. Surf-Rodz
8. Holey
9. Bennett
10. Sabre

FAVORITE DOWNHILL TRUCKS
1. Randal
2. Bear
3. Paris
4. Surf-Rodz
5. Aera
6. Munkae
7. Kahalani
8. GOG
9. Independent
10. Sabre

FAVORITE SLALOM TRUCKS
1. Bennett
2. Paris
3. Tracker
4. Radikal
5. Randal
6. Independent
7. Seismic
8. Gullwing
9. Original
10. Surf-Rodz

FAVORITE POOL/VERT TRUCKS
1. Independent
2. Paris
3. Randal
4. Tracker
5. Bennett

FAVORITE CARVING/CRUISING WHEELS
1. Orangatang
2. Abec 11
3. Sector 9
4. Retro
5. 3dm
6. Bustin
7. Earthwing
8. Cult
9. Hawgs
10. Venom

FAVORITE VERT/TRANSITION WHEELS
1. Abec 11
2. Orangatang
3. Bones
4. Earthwing
5. Spitfire
6. Rainskates
7. Retro
8. Ricta
9. Venom
10. Sector 9

FAVORITE LONG DISTANCE WHEELS
1. Abec 11
2. Orangatang
3. Seismic
4. Retro
5. Sector 9
6. Bustin
7. Venom
8. Hawgs
9. Earthwing
10. Nersh

FAVORITE FREERIDE WHEELS
1. Orangatang
2.    Abec 11
3.    Hawgs
4. Cult
5. Sector 9

FAVORITE DOWNHILL WHEELS
1. Abec 11
2. Orangatang
3. Sector 9
4. Cult
5. Seismic

FAVORITE SLIDING WHEELS
1. Orangatang
2. Abec 11
3. Earthwing
4. Sector 9
5. Cult

FAVORITE BEARINGS
1. Bones
2. Biltin
3. Mile High Skates
4. RocknRon’s
5. VXB
6. Sector 9

FAVORITE BUSHINGS
1. Venom
2. Khiro
3. Reflex
4. Sabre
5. Bones
6. Divine

FAVORITE SAFETY GEAR
1. The 187
2. Triple 8
3. Pro-tec
4. Pro Designed
5. TSG
6. Bern

FAVORITE HELMET COMPANY
1. Triple 8
2. Protec
3. Bern
4. Bell
5.    S-One

BEST VIDEOS
1. Loaded/Orangatang
2. Original
3. Skate House Media
4. Landyachtz
5. Sector 9
6. Bustin

BEST ADVERTISING IN CONCRETE WAVE
1. Loaded
2. Paris
3. Abec 11
4. Landyachtz
5. Original

BEST OVERALL ADVERTISING/MARKETING
1. Loaded
2. Original
3. Sector 9
4. Orangatang
5. Landyachtz

MOST ADMIRED COMPANY
1. Loaded
2. Rayne
3. Landyachtz
4. Earthwing
5. Bustin

FAVORITE LONGBOARD WEBSITE
1. Silverfish
2. Skate House Media
3. Loaded
4. Bustin
5. Skate Slate

MOST UNDERRATED COMPANY
1. Earthwing
2. Bustin
3. Sector 9
4. Comet
5. Original

FAVORITE INDIE SKATE SHOP
1. Longboard Loft
2. Motion Boardshop
3. Hopkin/Rip City (tie)
4. Concrete Wave Cologne
5. Free For All

FAVORITE ONLINE SKATE SHOP
1. Longboard Skater
2. Daddies
3. Muir
4. Motion
5. Switchback
6. MileHighSkates.com
7. Hopkin
8. Stoked
9. Bustin
10. East Coast Core Skates/

SoCal Skate Shop (tie)

MOST IMPROVED COMPANY
1. Sector 9
2. Bustin
3. Original
4. Rayne
5. Loaded

IF YOU COULD WORK AT ANY SKATE COM-
PANY, WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
1. Loaded
2. Rayne
3. Landyachtz
4. Bustin
5. Sector 9

IF YOU COULD TRAVEL ANYWHERE TO
SKATE, WHERE WOULD YOU GO?
1. Hawaii
2. Canada
3. Vancouver
4. Switzerland
5. Europe
6. Maryhill, WA
7. Colorado
8. New Zealand
9. New York City
10. Spain

CONCRETE WAVE
AXS GEAR DIRECTORY
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I often find myself questioning whether I am really an artist or not. I tend to think
of myself more as a craftsman or engineer. My approach to sculpting in particular
seems to be very literal. I have a concept presented to me and the journey from be-
ginning to end seems to be more about problem solving than being creative. This
piece in particular presented the challenge of creating a “Concrete Wave.” I obvi-
ously took this very literally, and throughout the process of building this piece, my
solitary goal was to present a believable composition of a skateboarder “surfing”
on a concrete wave.

If I have a goal as an artist, it is to create a piece that carries its own weight and
speaks for itself. I feel that if a long-winded verbal explanation is required to carry
the sculpture, I have failed. I hope that I have succeeded with this piece in creating
a believable piece of art that gets the intended message across simply, forcefully
and beautifully. CW

Ehren Bienert is based in New Jersey and has done a number of skateboarding
sculptures. This piece was commissioned for Concrete Wave. For more information
please visit ehrenbienert.blogspot.com.

SCULPTING 
THE
PERFECT 
WAVE
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SPEEDWOBBLE 
HUNTING

W
hen I was asked to write about speed wob-
bles for the magazine, it made me realize
that while I had spent the better part of my

life on a skateboard, I didn’t really know that much
about the wobs. Sure, we all have our stories, com-
plete with tales of how we survived them. And from
these we’ve created all kinds of homespun theories,
many of which seem to contradict each other. One
skater I asked said he crouches down and touches
the nose of his board to gain control during wobble
onset; another said not to crouch or make any drastic
body movements. So how do we know what is good
advice and what is fiction? I decided to explore the
wobble phenomenon from two perspectives, alter-
nating between the scientific and the experiential, in
hopes that between the two a better understanding of
wobbles would emerge.

I start my inquiry into the science behind wobbles
by looking at the laws that govern the phenomena
we’re experiencing. But the more I look into the

physics of wobbles, the broader and more compli-
cated the story gets. There’s the kinematic analysis of
the geometry of motion, the harmonic motion of sine
waves and the properties of self-exciting oscillation.
Then on the mechanical side there are steering sys-
tems, dissected into the basic geometries and their
performance characteristics. At first I wonder how
much of this will actually relate back to my skate-
boarding speed wobbles, but the more I read, the
more I’m amazed at how wobbles occur in every-
thing, from vehicles and wings to electrical systems
and the stock market. They’re the gremlin in the
works of everything.

TRAINS, TRACKS AND
TRUCKS – CLASSIC WHEELSET
“HUNTING OSCILLATION”
One of the first recorded examples of wheel wobbles
occurred in locomotive trains. Around the 1890s,
trains started traveling fast enough to reach the crit-

BY NEIL CARVER
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ical speed of 140 mph, which brought on a form of os-
cillation that sent their cast-iron wheels shimmying
back and forth. If unchecked, this phenomenon would
escalate into a violent motion that damaged track and
wheels and caused derailment. Trains were jumping
their tracks due to wheel wobble! Surprisingly, it took
us until the late 1960s to figure out dampened sus-
pension systems that can allow rail travel at speeds
of 180 mph or more without wobble.

Ironically, the name “truck” as it’s applied to
skateboarding is derived from the locomotive’s truck,
which is a cast and sprung steering mechanism that
holds the axle and wheels, like our trucks. So in a
way, our own wobble woes are hereditary.

The instability observed in those long-ago locomo-
tive trains is but one example of a phenomenon called
Hunting Oscillation, which shows up in a variety of
forms, including guitar feedback, wing flutter, fin hum
and steering shimmy. Even the stock market is prone
to hunting oscillation, when bull markets tend to
create ever-increasing prices until a precipitous fall,
or when bear markets expect further losses and
quickly fall, only to rebound sharply. It appears that
our Great Recession is simply a case of living too fast
and getting financial speed wobbles. Every system has
a speed at which it fails, and when it does, it jumps the
tracks, goes broke – or pitches you from your board.
And if speed is the accelerant, so to speak, that ignites
the fire of wobbles, we need to find out more about
speed’s relation to steering systems and what types
are more prone to wobbling.

CRITICAL SPEED AND 
SELF-EXCITING OSCILLATION
The wobble is a phenomenon known as a Self-Ex-
citing Oscillation, a snake-like sine wave that grows
in intensity as the amplitude of the wave grows. Once
it reaches a critical speed where performance hovers
at the edge of control, the waveform begins to feed off
of energy from the forward motion, siphoning that en-
ergy into increasing the amplitude of the sine wave in
a closed loop circuit until it exceeds the limits of the
system and it fails. As I read the bit about feeding off
the forward momentum I’m struck by how sentient it
seems – as if the board takes over in an energy-pos-
sessed trance and begins gorging on power until it
darts off the road.

But what about the way the board handles, and
how that can play into this parasitic phenomenon? I
turned to automotive and bicycle steering geometry
analysis to learn more about the fundamentals of
steering systems to see how they applied. The dissec-
tion of a skateboard’s steering geometry turned out to
illuminate quite a bit about how it can, and does, feed
the wobbles.OG Skateboard Truck, circa 1890.

Stealing energy from forward momentum 
to feed wobbles.

I asked Adam Colton a few questions about his
wobble experiences to hear from someone who’s
rolled over it all. “Speed wobbles happen for a variety
of reasons: bad weight placement, pavement quality,
lack of confidence, wrong gear for the situation...”
Here’s a breakdown:

• RELAX
This is the most common advice by far, and also
the most useful. It’s difficult to relax if you don’t
know what you’re doing, so the first rule of
Wobble Prevention is to “Skate within your limits,
and don’t get going faster than a speed you are
comfortable slowing down from.” Experience
helps you relax because it gives you confidence
in your abilities; so build your speed skills
slowly. By relaxing you’re also maintaining your
mass traveling with the overall direction of for-
ward travel – so you will not get as involved in
feeding the hunting oscillation, but rather act as
a stabilizing force. Adam also says, however,
that “hitting bad pavement on my distance trips
has led to board convulsion and wobbles no matter
how confident I am.” Sometimes there’s just no
avoiding it, so it really comes down to how you
smooth it out.

• LEAN FORWARD SLIGHTLY
Wobbles feed on sudden movements, so make
any weight shifts with a slight and confident
manner. Leaning forward shifts your center of
gravity closer to the nose, thus emphasizing
weather vaning stabilization, as well as lowering
your center of gravity a little and helping coun-
teract negative caster. You are part of the board,
and your forward placement creates a slight
trailing system, where the rear truck is farther
back from the center of gravity than the front
truck. It’s almost like dropping a little fin in the
back to help stabilize the overall vehicle. This
also puts more weight on the front truck, acting
as a type of steering damper. Plus there is less
board flex nearer the front truck, so chassis flex
won’t feed as much energy into the system. And
finally, leaning forward keeps you from en-
gaging the rear wheel oversteering.

• INITIATE A CARVE
What you’re doing here is attempting to impose
an oscillation of your own, one that you control,
over the hunting oscillation. Adam says, “If I
[were] a beginner and rode my exact same truck
setup down the hills I do now, I totally would
wobble out. But since I have confidence and know
how to place my weight, I can charge through
turns and down straightaways without wobbles on
pretty loose trucks.”

RIDING OUT 
THE DEATH SHIMMY

Jason Mitchell staying stable at speed.
Photo: Jay Vonesh
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STEERING SYSTEM ANALYSIS
AND THE SKATEBOARD
Steering is the system of linkages that allows a ve-
hicle to follow a desired course. Stability, or the lack
of it, is the one of the main topics of steering engi-
neering. What becomes clear after some study is
that the interconnectedness of all the components
makes the tuning of steering properties a series of
gains and compromises. All of the different geome-
tries of basic steering mechanisms are somehow
responsible for controlling or exacerbating wob-
bles, but each one is inextricably linked to the
others. Finding a combination that works best for
one application, like speed or maneuverability, is
the key to improving the system.

Understeer and Oversteer are the two polar ten-
dencies of a steering system. Understeer needs
more energy to stay in a turn; oversteer easily dives
into a turn. Understeer is often referred to as “tight,”
or “plowing,” and requires more effort to stay in a
turn. This tends to feel stable but also unresponsive.
By contrast, oversteering rides are referred to as
“loose,” “twitchy” and even “ill-tempered,” and have
an instability mode that occurs at a lower critical
speed. As this speed is approached along a rela-
tively straight course, the steering becomes
progressively more sensitive. Any slight movement
can send the vehicle out of control. As we will learn,
skateboards have serious oversteer, making them
an ill-tempered steed.

Steering Ratio is another aspect that can affect
stability. If a truck has a steep steering angle it will
describe a tighter arc of turn, and therefore any
turning will send it off course more quickly. Be-
cause of this it will have a slower critical speed and
tend to oversteer, even at lower speeds. By con-
trast, less steering angle will produce
less-sensitive handling.

Four-Wheel Steering is when all four wheels
engage in a turn simultaneously. There’s Positive
4WS, in which the front and back wheels turn in to-
ward each other, as our skateboard trucks do. Then
there’s Negative 4WS, in which the front and back
wheels turn in parallel. This type of steering is used
for high speeds because it doesn’t alter the angle of
the vehicle as drastically when initiating a turn.
There’s less of a tendency for sudden course
changes because the amount of turn is very small.
The more a vehicle angles away from the direction
of forward momentum, the more it will have a ten-
dency to oversteer and dive into a turn. Rear-Wheel
Steering is also notoriously unstable because it
tends to tighten the turning radius toward serious
oversteer. Since our back trucks turn quite a bit, the
tail of our board also tends to oversteer, which we
now know is prone to oscillation excitation. Once it
nears its limits, it turns in the direction opposite of
how it is initially steered. A rapid steering input will

cause two accelerations, first in the direction that
the wheel is steered, and then in the opposite direc-
tion, a “reverse response.” This extra “tail squirrel”
may explain the common notion that wobbles start
from the tail.

But one of the biggest discussions regarding
stability deals with Trail and Caster. The easiest
way to understand trail is to think of a shopping-
cart wheel, and how it trails behind its steering axis
during forward motion. This is known as Positive
Trail, and it is responsible for the desired self-
righting properties of trailing systems. Negative
Trail is the reverse, an extremely sensitive system
where the pivot is behind the wheels and will tend
to dive to one side or the other. Because skateboard
trucks are generally the same front and back, if the
front of a board with Reverse Kingpin trucks has
Positive Trail, the rear truck has Negative Trail.
That would mean that the back truck is more prone
to the onset of wheelset hunting because the nega-
tive trail oversteers. In addition, trail does not
dampen the system; it only gives it directional sta-
bility, so even with sufficient trail the steering
system can still succumb to speed wobble.

Caster Angle is the tilt of the steering axis rela-
tive to the ground, and this angle affects whether
the steering system raises or lowers when you turn.
On a skateboard the steering axis is a line straight
through the Kingpin. Steering has Positive Caster
when turning raises the vehicle and Negative
Caster when turning lowers it. A skateboard has
negative caster because it lowers into turns; there-
fore its default preference is to turn because our
weight tends to fall to either side. Cars have positive
caster, and because they rise slightly when turned,
their weight tends to settle downwards, and hence

TWEAK YOUR RIDE
There are many opinions as to what the best board setups
are, and each rider will have his or her own valid preferences.
Here are just some properties I’ve noticed as I’ve explored
truck performance, and how they affect stability at speed.
Some will have a negative effect for certain styles of skating
and other styles will benefit from it, so don’t take any advice
blindly; test some of these adjustments so you can know
them experientially and judge for yourself.

LONGER BOARD
Length greatly improves stability, as it increases the Steering
Radius and results in a higher critical speed before wheelset
hunting starts.

REMOVE SLOP
Free play in the system is not something we can control, so
removing any slop from our trucks will help prevent certain
wobbles and increase critical speed and control. Pivot cups
that fit your pin snugly and no free play in the bushing ad-
justment are a good place to start.

WEDGING
By wedging a truck you tilt the kingpin so that it increases
trail and stiffens the extremities of rail, providing some extra
dampening. But this also increases the steering axis, thereby
reducing the turning radius and decreasing the critical speed
it takes to induce wobble. Bushing durometer can be used to
compensate for certain wedging changes. De-wedging, by
contrast, loosens the rail extremities, but also decreases the
steering angle, leading to a softer, less responsive truck.

BUSHING ADJUSTMENT
Loose trucks do not in themselves cause wobbles. It’s more
about the combination of the right speed with the turn prop-
erties of the board. Skilled riders generally prefer looser
handling for more sensitive control – the “sharp knife is
safer” approach – but adding some bushing tension does in-
crease damping, which is aptly defined as “any effect that
reduces the amplitude of oscillations in a system, helping
control harmonic motion from becoming excited.” Softer
bushings tend to be bouncier and can further incite hunting
by providing a deeper rail, which rebounds even further in
return. Stiffer bushings provide more dampening but can
make it more difficult to course-correct as well. It’s a series
of tradeoffs that you will want to experiment with to find what
works best for you.

WIDER HANGERS
It takes more energy to swing the wheels around the bigger
arc of a wide hanger when it turns, and this lagging effect
acts as a type of natural dampening. Plus the wider track of-
fers finer rail-to-rail control because of the increased
leverage against the bushings.

WRITER’S CHOICE: DOUBLE TRAILING/
FRONT TRUCK STEERING
I’ve been riding a kind of wedged Reverse Kingpin truck with
soft bushings on the front and a Standard Kingpin truck with
soft bushings on the tail for years because I prefer the com-
bination of nimble turning and speed stability that is the
hallmark of Front Wheel Steering (see "Double Trailing truck
set" diagram at right). Both trucks trail, so there’s added sta-
bilization, which further allows the front to be quite
maneuverable while maintaining good stability. This setup is
directional, because when ridden backwards it becomes a
rear-wheel steering system, and so it accentuates oversteer
and wobble tendencies. If you like to slide, or switch board di-
rections at speed, then you’ll likely prefer a more
symmetrical truck setup.

Positive Front Trail and Negative Rear Trail 
of Reverse-Kingpin truck pair.

Double Trailing truck set.
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they prefer going straight. That makes cars stable
and skateboards prone to diving into turns. Add to
this our own elevated Center of Gravity and the ten-
dency to dive into a turn is even stronger.

A WOBBLE THEORY
This recent inquiry into waveforms and steering, along
with my years as a trucksmith, has led me to extrapo-
late that there are two types of wobble that skaters
experience. The first kind is of the “loose truck” variety.
This is where there is excessive play in an undampened
system that allows for a self-exciting oscillation to take
over once critical speed is attained. In order to remedy
this kind of wobble you want to remove loose play, like
under-compressed bushings and pivot cup slop.

The second type of wobble is “us.” We can be the
source of oscillation excitement as we attempt to
counteract a wobble that may have started with a
pebble or a flinch, only to add to it with the energy of
our synchronized reactions. This is a situation where
it’s a good idea to control one’s over-reactive ten-
dency and hope that you can keep from feeding into
the loop vortex.

In order to grok our role in the whole steering
system it’s important to see us as the chassis of a
human/skateboard unit, because we do function as
one. Flexible chassis are shown to feed oscillating
systems with the energy from their spring-back, even
at lower speeds. Thus there is a need for Positive
Feedback systems (also known as Feedforward sys-
tems), which utilize a controlled counter-action to the
undesired frequency. Luckily, we are the ultimate
feedforward system, in that we can use our skill and
confidence to counteract the sometimes wayward
mechanical tendencies of our boards.

WEATHER VANING 
AND THE STABLE TAIL
As I searched for solutions to the wobble tendency, I
noticed that most of the examples of stable steering
systems were ones in which the front of the vehicle

turned more than the rear. This configuration cre-
ates a sort of Weather Vane Effect, where a trailing
wing pivots the vane into the wind – also known as
Passive Steering Stabilization. A more stable back
truck creates a similar effect, where the tail be-
comes a sort of trailing stabilizer. The front truck
then provides the majority of steering without the
propensity for the vehicle to oversteer from the rear.
Directionality is a big part of this, so it’s not ideal for
riding that involves reversing board direction at
speed. If that works with your riding style, then you
can easily make a version of this design by using a
wedged Reverse Kingpin truck with soft bushings on
the front and a de-wedged Standard Kingpin truck
with firmer bushings at the rear. You can feel how
stable it is when ridden forward compared with
when you ride the board in reverse.

USE THE FORCE
Knowing the science behind wobbles has helped me
understand why some commonly practiced methods
work. What a looseness of body can do, for example,
is separate the oscillating board from the mass of the
rider so that we don’t feed the oscillation any further,
and may even dampen it. Because when we add our
body weight to the oscillating system, we provide a lot
of mass for the oscillation loop to feed off of.

So as it turns out, according to traditional steering
analysis, the skateboard is just a twitchy animal that
is prone to fits of instability, exacerbated at every turn
by its own design. So why don’t we just fix all these
problems, then? I pondered this question while
pumping my board around in front of my house and
the answer came to me in a flash of obviousness; it’s
all that volatile energy from the system that makes it
so much fun. The very essence of the pump comes
from our ability to harness the instability, tap into the
oversteer, accentuate the positive 4WS, even feed off
the negative trail and ultimately jump on the negative
caster. All of the things that make a skateboard cate-
gorically “ill-tempered” are the exact same things we
love about it. It’s good to understand the geometry of
our boards so we can fine-tune them to suit our
styles, but ultimately it is we who need to adapt to
riding this wild horse, and not tame the animal so
much that it loses its buck. CW

Neil is a trucksmith and skateboard designer living in Venice,
Calif. He’s recently made a line of trucks for Gullwing and 
is partners with Greg Falk in Carver Skateboards.

Negative Caster falls into a turn.

Stabilization from the tail.

Rich Bravman riding again.
Photo: Max Benjamin
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www.golongboarding.ca

S&J Sales Co. Ltd.
Skateboard Distribution since 1985.  •   905-420-5001 east   •   604-244-2361 west   •   Info@sjsales.com

Abec11
Bennett

Black Label 
Cadillac

Gordon & Smith
Dregs

Gravity
H Street

Independent
Jessup Grip Tape

Kebbek
Khiro

Loaded
Madrid

Orangatang
Paris Truck Co.

Pimp Grip
Randal Trucks

Retro
Riveria 

Sabre
Santa Cruz

Shut
Triple 8
Tunnel
Venom
Veloz

Tracker Trucks

www.golongboarding.ca
www.fireballwheels.com
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www.fullbag.com
www.skatedeville.com


FROM DECEMBER 10-12 the
IGSA World Cup Series traveled to
South Africa for the eighth and final
round of the 2010 season. Kevin
Reimer had already locked up the
Championship in Australia but the
race still saw other competitors bat-
tling to raise their season points
totals. As always the season finale in
Kogelberg would be hotly contested.

Defending Champion Mischo
Erban had a disastrous start to his
season but has been coming on
strong in the second half of the year
with solid rides in Brazil and Aus-
tralia. Kozakov winner Christoph
Batt and top contenders Scoot
Smith, Douglas Silva, Ramón

Königshausen and Stefan
Rüfli were also hoping to
move up in the final series
rankings. Local racer Mike
Zietsman is always a con-
tender and was looking to
play the spoiler role. 
Remember Zietsman finished fourth
overall in the 2008 World Cup Series,
the last year he contested the ma-
jority of races.

After a full day of practice on
Friday, the competitors were all ea-
gerly anticipating Saturday’s
qualifying runs. In the morning prac-
tice session Batt and Silva were the
victims of a crash by a less experi-
enced rider. Batt went down, injuring
his wrist and breaking his board in
the process. Silva tried his best to
negotiate through the carnage and in
doing so went down himself, injuring
his knee. Fortunately both riders
were still able to make their quali-
fying runs. Königshausen skated
hard all day, taking the top spot.
Silva endured his knee pain to qualify
second. Zietsman was third, fol-
lowed by Erban in fourth and Smith
in fifth.

Overnight the swelling in Silva’s
knee increased, forcing him to with-
draw from Sunday’s race. It was an
unfortunate end to the season for
the likeable Brazilian. Conditions
were near perfect for racing, with a
light headwind on the top half and
then a tailwind down the last section.
As the race got underway, the spec-
tators were entertained with plenty
of exciting heats and fast, close
racing coupled with some spectac-
ular bails. After three rounds of
heats the semifinals were set, with
Rüfli, Königshausen, Erban and
Smith in the first and Batt along with
locals Zietsman, Matt Arderne and

Anton Pratt in the second. Erban
won the first semi, followed by
Königshausen in second, to earn a
trip to the finals. Zietsman was victo-
rious in the second semi with Pratt
taking second.

Erban, Königshausen, Zietsman
and Pratt lined up for the final. Zi-
etsman used his big push to get in
front, followed closely by
Königshausen leading into Lloyd’s
Left. Not far behind were Erban and
Pratt. Mischo was biding his time,
hoping to get a pass before Baboon
Bend. The front three riders all
came into Baboon Bend together.
The final straight was extremely
close, with Zietsman edging ahead
of the group to earn the victory.
Second place was so close the finish
linesman had to check the video
footage to determine the results. It
was Ramón, followed by Mischo in
third and Anton in fourth. Mike Zi-
etsman had not competed on the
World Cup circuit all year but
showed he still knows how to race
and win against some of the
toughest racers on the planet.

HOT HEELS AFRICA
FINAL RESULTS
1. Mike Zietsman, South Africa
2. Ramón Königshausen, Switzerland
3. Mischo Erban, Canada
4. Anton Pratt, South Africa
5. Christoph Batt, Switzerland
6. Scoot Smith, Canada
7. Stephan Rüfli, Switzerland
8. Matt Arderne, South Africa
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IGSA REPORT >>
By MARCUS RIETEMA

Hot Heels Africa

Mike Zietsman showed
he still has what 
it takes to win.
Photo: Sharon Le Grange

Mischo Erban had a disastrous start to 2010 but
came on strong in the last three World Cup races.
Photo: Sharon Le Grange

Ramón Königshausen earned his second
runner-up finish of the season.
Photo: Sharon Le Grange
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KEVIN REIMER DOMINATED the IGSA’s 10th World
Cup season unlike anyone before him. Out of the eight
races, each competitor’s four best finishes are
counted toward their final points tally. Out of the six
World Cup races Reimer competed in, he had four vic-
tories, in Germany, France, Brazil and Australia, giving
him a perfect score of 1,800 points. In the other two
races he finished second (USA, Czech Republic). He
also won his second World Championship in a row. For
Reimer, 2010 will be remembered as a dream year.

Finishing second overall was Patrick Switzer. He
was victorious in Italy, finished second in France and
had third-place finishes in both Germany and Aus-
tralia, giving him 1731.36 points for the season. It was
a solid year for Switzer, who was always pushing
Reimer but seemingly unable to beat him. Expect him
to come back even hungrier this year.

Christoph Batt had a breakthrough season,
earning his maiden World Cup victory in the Czech Re-
public, finishing second in Italy and scoring two
fifth-place finishes in Germany and South Africa. He
was always fast and was a contender in every race he
entered. In the two races where he finished fifth, he
had crashes in the semifinals and then came back to
win in the consolation final. Batt will be a force to
reckon with in 2011. CW

Reimer’s Dominating Year

2010 IGSA WORLD CUP SERIES 
FINAL STANDINGS
1. Kevin Reimer, Canada 1800.00 pts
2. Patrick Switzer, Canada 1731.36 pts
3. Christoph Batt, Switzerland 1702.37 pts
4. Douglas Silva, Brazil 1651.43 pts
5. Scoot Smith, Canada 1640.97 pts
6. James Kelly, United States 1637.25 pts
7. Ramón Königshausen, Switzerland 1632.52 pts
8. Mischo Erban, Canada 1607.09 pts
9. Andrew Chapman, Canada 1603.96 pts
10. Jackson Shapiera, Australia 1581.29 pts

For more information go to igsaworldcup.com.

Patrick Switzer won in Italy and
finished second in the World Cup
Series. Photo: Liz Kinnish

Christoph Batt earned his first
World Cup victory in Kozakov.
Photo: Pierre Gamby

Batt had a big year to finish
third in the World Cup Series.
Photo: Marcus Rietema

Kevin Reimer completely
dominated the 2010 World
Cup Series. 
Photo: Pierre Gamby

Reimer won his first World Cup 
Series Championship and his second
World Championship in a row. 
Photo: Bob Ozman

Switzer was a serious contender
in every race he entered.
Photo: Pierre Gamby
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www.sk8kings.com
www.venombushings.com
www.strange-house.net
www.honeyskateboards.com
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www.bdsdistribution.com
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Avila BlackOps
75mm x 65mm/77/81/85A

Cambria
62mm x 45mm/80/80/82/84A

Born under the Turner brand, this line of three classic wheel
shapes was renamed 3dm in 2003 and brought under the 
management of Seismic Skate Systems in 2004. For several

years the 3dm Cambria, Avalon and Avila utterly dominated international
slalom racing. They’re still used by elite racers around the world, including
street luge champion Andy Lally, as well as by cruisers and carvers of every
stripe. Seismic continues to pour these three wheels using the world’s finest
urethane and the world’s most advanced cores. All new Seismic products are
developed under the Seismic brand, but the timeless 3dm shapes helped in-
spire the development of the Seismic wheel line. Call (720) 937-8948 or visit
seismicskate.com.

Avalon
68mm x 55mm 78/78/80/82A

Avila Clear
75mm x 65mm/73/73/75/77A

Blue - 71mm & 62mm/80A 

Orange -  71mm & 62mm/79A 

Red - 71mm & 62mm/81A 

Clear Green - 71mm & 62mm/78A 

Yellow
71mm & 62mm/84A 

Alligator Wheels were first introduced by Mr. Bennett in 1977
and at the time were the most sought after new product in
the history of skateboarding.  Today’s Alligator Wheels fea-
ture high performance “Total Memory Formula” urethane
and have an offset bearing seat, precision core and a
rounded outer lip for maximum grip.  Designed for park
skating, slalom, downhill speed and longboard cruising, Al-
ligator Wheels are available in Clear Green 78A, Orange 79A,
Blue 80A, Red 81A and Yellow 84A and in 62mm + 71mm
sizes.  bennettskateboards.com

Pro Knee PadsHelmet

Knee GasketWrist Guards

Wear what the pros wear! 187 Killer Pads leads
the market in performance and comfort. Super
popular for its patented Pro Knee, 187 now of-
fers a full line of amazing products: Helmets,
Fly Knees, Elbows, Wrist Guards, Knee Gas-
kets and Junior Packs. Check out our gear and
experience the difference. 187killerpads.com

Speedwing 39
25 cm x 99 cm (39”)

WB: 83/79.8 cm

Martin Seigrist Pro Model
84 cm x 103 cm

WB: 25.5 cm 

Fast & Furious
24 cm x 96 cm

Airflow Skateboards have been on the streets since 1989.
They are well established and produce high-quality
boards and axis whilst continuously expanding their as-
sortment. Thanks to the successful Airflow Racing team
all newly developed equipment is tested in practice, which
enables continuous improvement. In addition to the stan-
dard boards, Airflow Skateboards and their team racers

develop pro models, which are customized to the racers’ requirements. Air-
flow Skateboards also developed the “C81” board with a foam core for Chris
Hart (founder of Airflow Skateboards and team coach) — a board used espe-
cially for Giant Slalom. Airflow Skateboards stand for newest technology and
old-school skating — for fun and performance, competition and easy cruising
— always with enthusiasm. Feel the flow! airflow-skateboards.com
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Atobe is here to bring ultra-high-end perform-
ance wheels to your longboard style. The all-new
“Bonnevilles” are the world’s first wheel designed
for Long Distance Pumping and Skating. Specially

formulated with the most expensive DuPont ultra-high-end ‘thane, the Bonnevilles
give you a fast and very smooth ride over diverse terrain. Built in a precision 76mm
size and 78A durometer, these wheels hold a world record under the feet of Jeff
Vyain on the first U.S. 26.2-mile skateboard marathon. Use them and love them!

Introducing the all new Jeff Vyain “Wigglers”! The very first professional wheel to
hit Long Distance Pumping and Skating. The Wigglers are designed by Jeff to be the
ultimate in formula, shape and size. Plus they have a sick graphic! Wigglers will go
the Distance! Available in two durometers, 79A and 82A. Poured full of pure virgin
DuPont “fly-thane” in precision, 77mm individual CNC aluminum molds. Use the
82A’s in front and the Bonnevilles or 79A Wigglers in the rear for the ultimate setup.
atobewheels.com or churchillmfg.com

Rally Sport
9.25” x 42”
WB: 27.25”

R/T 383
9.25” x 38.3”

WB: 28” - 28.75”

GT 350
10” x 39”

WB: 29” - 29.75”

GT 500
10” x 42.9”

WB: 33” - 33.75”

Backbone Longboards was born from the
desire for performance, style, speed and
fun! From the flowing cruise of the Rally

Sport to the rapid response of the R/T 383, or the adrenalin-filled ride of the
GT 350 to the lightning speeds of the bigger GT 500, Backbone Longboards
fills that thrill. We build our designs around smooth curves and aggressive
lines while keeping in mind that performance is at the heart of every ride! So
feel the stoke of a Backbone – a classic that has stood the test of time with a
vision that fuels the future! getaback.com

Bonneville
76mm

Wigglers - 
Jeff Vyain

77 x 62 mm
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Since day one Abec 11 has been both product and team driven. We believe that it's essential to evolve the sport by working closely with the best skaters on the
planet. 2011 is shaping up to be an incredible year. Abec 11 is leading the charge in all aspects of design and development with the greatest selection of wheels
available. Our commitment to being the best continues. ABEC 11 riders include: Kevin Reimer, James Kelly, Douglas Dalua, Christoph Batt, Ramon Konighausen, Martin
Siegrist, Fernando Yuppie, Liam Morgan, and many more! Sk8trip.com
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Bear knows that precision matters and every detail counts. Bear trucks are designed and tested by some of the world’s
top longboarders and made using state-of-the-art technology. Attention to detail helps Bear fly off the shelves and across
the finish line. Check out our products at beartrucks.com.

The Lonnie
Geisha

The Diamond 
Circus

The Debaser
Grove

The Dominator
Sealife

852 Grizzly Truck Precision Grizzly

Bareback is pleased to highlight four of its
newest boards this season. Our Dominator
model still stands to be our best seller by far,
while our Lonnie - Geisha board with cherry

wood has been widely received by all. Coming next season will be our Dom-
inatrix model – same as the Dominator, but five inches shorter. This model
was a giant hit in the ‘90s, and we plan to make it even bigger now. Visit our
complete line at bbsdistribution.com.

Stepped Cone
White 82.5A/Black 85A

Barrel
White 82.5A/Black 85A

Cone
White 82.5A/Black 85A

Double Stepped Barrel
White 82.5A/Black 85A

Stepped Barrel
White 82.5A/Black 85A
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Bennett introduced three shapes of
limited-edition cruisers in 2009. The
25LR, 29AT and 34TG are all 7-ply
maple decks mounted with Bennett’s
4.3 Vector trucks and 62mm Alligator

wheels. Each graphic is a limited edition run of 100 decks and each is hand
numbered. Bennett Skateboards are designed with wheel wells perfectly po-
sitioned for Vector trucks and Alligator wheels, plus a nose hole enabling
the board to be locked up or hung up. Made in the USA! 
bennettskateboards.com

25LR 29AT 34TG

Mad Evil
9.5” x 47”

WB: 32/34”

Mad Pintail 102
9” x 40”

WB: 29/31”

Tribal
9.5” x 39”

WB: 25/27”

Flea
9.5” x 9”
WB: 22”

Poket
6” x 20”
WB: 13”

We are a French-based company. Our
boards are all hand made by us using
only high-quality products, with visible
carbon fiber on the bottom of almost
every board. We now have 29 models
and 25 different prints to choose from
and the most unique shapes on the
market! If you're looking for a board that
makes the difference in looks and in
quality, contact us. We speak English!
Visit us at blackkross.fr.

Imagine nine plies of solid maple underfoot as you carve or
bomb the nearest concrete terrain and you could be pic-
turing Bliss Longboards. Bliss just released its downhill
lineup with three new decks and more to come in spring
2011! The mold is original, with flat bottom to a radial con-
cave, and the unique wheel wells maximize platform space.
The new Bliss line has a very distinctive tattoo art influence,
color dipped with a high-gloss finish. Also available is the
very popular “Big B” all-terrain killer! These decks are
quality constructed on the East Coast. blisslongboards.com

Blood Orange combines high rebound and unique
lean to provide the most responsive feel possible.
Whether you’re making deep carves or racing at
top speed, these bushings will allow you to stay in
total control. They are American made from pre-
mium formulas of urethane that went through
strenuous testing before release. Blood Orange
is available in five different durometers ranging
from extra hard, hard, medium, soft and extra
soft. calibertruckco.com/bloodorange

Oracle
9.75” x 35.5”

WB: 26.25”/27”

The Big B
9” x 36”

Odyssey
10/9.5” x 38.5/36”

WB: 28.5/30.5”/26.5/27.5”

Rapture
9.75” x 36.75”
WB: 26/27/28”
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Swiss Ceramics 8 pack Original Swiss 8 pack

Grind For Life (Benefit Wheel)
Formula: Skatepark Formula  60mm/84B

Double Standards Formula: Street Tech
54mm, 56mm, 58mm, 60mm/83B

Success in this industry begins with more than 25 years of experi-
ence and a dedicated commitment to produce the highest-quality
urethanes available for a contemporary market. Continue with de-
termination to improve technologies that will generate valid
innovations on genuine products for real skateboarders. Extend that
commitment into our diverse line of specific formulations, Street

Tech Formula (STF), Skatepark Formula (SPF), All-Terrain Formula (ATF) and
Bones 100s, and the results are impressive. Toss into the mix a team of top pro-
fessional and amateur skateboarders. Acting as catalyst, a die-hard, roots
promotions group bent on core imagery from the street. Blend them all together
with an attitude of quality and a philosophy of no compromise, and you have your
equation for long- term customer loyalty, respect and continued originality. Spread
the word and enjoy the reward. boneswheels.com

™

Dick Brewer Hawaii Skateboards re-launched January 2010. These
skateboard decks are original decks produced in the mid-1970s!
We have recycled the decks into finished top-quality Dick Brewer
Hawaii Skateboards. We have shapes for all styles of surfers and
skateboarders. The skateboards are super responsive, and when
you step on one you feel like you are back in the ’70s – aloha! More 
information: Switchboard Distribution, (714) 258-8087.

Original Wood
5.75” x 23”

Chuy Glass Blue
6.25” x 24.5”

Gun Black
6.5” x 27”

Slalom
7” x 29”

Eco Cruiser Black Eco Cruiser Green Lil’ Naner Longboard

Yellow Hub
57mm/78A

REDS 8 pack Super REDS Bearing 8 pack

Bones Bearings are the standard by which all other
bearings are measured. For the past 27 years Bones
Bearings have been the leader in performance and
quality. Bones Super REDS and Bones Ceramic Super
REDS are the newest to the line. Both come with
higher-quality steel races, better quality and grade
balls and a superior surface finish than our already
popular Bones REDS bearings. From Bones REDS at
the low-price end, original Bones Swiss in the middle
and Bones Swiss Ceramics at the high end, Bones
Bearings has a bearing and price point that fits your
needs. Coming in early summer, a new improved
Bones Swiss labyrinth, L2. Choose your speed. 
bonesbearings.com

Green Banana Skateboards is proud to offer the most
earth-friendly skateboards in the world. Made in
America from 100% domestic post-consumer recy-
cled plastics, these boards are as eco-friendly as they
are fun. Created in honor of the ‘70s-style “banana”
boards, all shapes are derived from hand-drawn de-
signs by myself, James Giberson, longtime

skateboarder and owner and operator of the G.B.S. We pride ourselves on
offering fun, affordable and durable products that will stand the test of time.
Keeping trash out of our landfills and promoting a positive, healthy lifestyle
is what we are all about. greenbananaskateboards.com

Black Cats Formula: Street Tech
52mm, 54mm/83B

Dead Heads Formula: Street Tech
50mm, 52mm, 54mm/83B
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Cadillac Cruiser Red
70mm/80A

Cadillac Cruiser Blue
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel Blue
70mm/80A

Developed by Frank Nasworthy in 1973, the Cadillac Skateboard Wheel was the first urethane skateboard wheel. This wheel revo-
lutionized skateboarding and has set the standards for all skateboard wheels to date. Cadillac wheels have resurfaced as a staple
Longboard and cruising wheel. Like the original Cadillac wheels, these wheels have a square profile and a soft compound for max-
imum performance. Sizes available are 56mm, 65mm and 70mm. Also, new to the line are the Cruisers. The Cadillac Cruiser is an
offset 70mm wheel designed for freeriding and riders demanding a wider wheel. All are available in multiple colors. 
fullcircledistribution.com

Cadillac Cruiser Green
70mm/80A

Cadillac Cruiser Purple
70mm/80A

Cadillac Cruiser White
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel Green
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel Pink
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel
65mm/78A

Cadillac Wheel
56mm/78A

Cadillac Wheel
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel Whte
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel Red
70mm/80A

Cadillac Wheel Black
70mm/80A

Caliber Truck Co. is a skateboard truck manufacturing company dedi-
cated to creating the highest-quality trucks on the market. Caliber brings
a minimalist mentality to the design of their trucks, giving you everything
you want and nothing more. They’ve taken their prototypes to hell and
back and never stopped improving them until they were satisfied. The
results are the battle-proven Forty-Fours, Fifty Calibers and Caliber
Standards. calibertruckco.com

FORTY-FOUR
44-degree Baseplate

10” Hanger
Blood Orange Bushings

Grade 8 Steel Kingpin

FIFTY
50-degree Baseplate

9” or 10” Hangers
Blood Orange Bushings

(9” w/Double Cones)
(10” w/Barrel-Cone Combo)

Grade 8 Steel Kingpin

STANDARD
7” or 8” Hangers

Blood Orange Bushings
(Barrel/Short Cone Combo)

Grade 8 Steel Kingpin

FORTY-FOUR

FIFTY

STANDARD
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The California
Bonzing Co. was
birthed on the
hills of San Fran-

cisco, and for them, skateboarding is about expression. They take a step
out of the giant machinery of consumption and production, shaping their
boards to be timeless, savage and durable. The California Bonzing Co.
standard is to use only the highest-quality materials to produce the
highest-quality boards, and you will only find artwork by skateboarders
on their boards. Get live with them on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and at
californiabonzing.com.

Stijl
8.5” x 34”
WB: 24”

Little Fatty
8.5” x 36.5”

WB: 24”

As trucksmiths committed to
advancing skateboarding
technology and performance,
we’re always working on new
models. Here we are at the
workbench sanding the new
CX hanger for 2011. In the
foreground is a welded proto-
type and an early cast
production sample of our
long-awaited CV truck, the
s m o o t h e s t - c a r v i n g
Freeskating and Push/Pump
symmetrical front/back re-
verse-kingpin truck yet. This
summer we’ll launch the new
CV in both 9” and 10” axle
widths, plus updated versions
of our C7, CX and C2 trucks
that continue to push Surf-
skate and Push performance.
Check up on the latest at
carverskateboards.com.
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Three Piece

Cindrich Boards is proud to be one of only a
handful of board builders who make long-
boards out of aluminum, and perhaps the only

one who makes longboards out of solid billet. Prices range from $200.00 to $350.00
for the decks. For those who have a lust for billet aluminum, we also offer billet alu-
minum trucks. Our trucks are made from 6061-T6 aluminum, and our axles are
precision machined from 17-4PH stainless steel, making them the strongest axles
on the market. Things to look forward to this year: better website, redesign of the
popular “Stiffy” pintail board and a new addition to the line of trucks, the “Gen 4”
hanger. cindrichboards.com

Ethos
9.75” x 37”

WB: 24”

Shred 38
9.5” x 35”
WB: 17.5”

Voodoo XL
10.25” x 39”
WB: 32.25”

Voodoo Doll
10.25” x 36”

WB: 28.75/26.25”

Comet was founded in San Francisco in 1997 and moved op-
erations to Ithaca, NY in 2007 to pursue our relentless
skateboard R&D program and environmental goals.  The
Comet team is an eclectic mix of street skaters, roundwall
rippers, and HILL riders that continually evolve our skate-
boards and this line is the culmination of over a decades
work.  Check the Comet blog to learn more about who is in-
volved in making your Comet boards.  Establish your store
with integrity in longboard design, community values and
environmental stewardship. Online ordering for approved
dealers. cometskateboards.com

906
10” x 38”

Manticore
10” (at pedals) x 38”

WB: 28-29”

HuDu VuDu?
9.8” x 34”

WB: 25-26”

C R Boardworks is a no-nonsense company with
boards designed by skateboarders and hand crafted
by an artificer  - no bulls**t, just skating. If you can
dream it, we can build it. With topmounts ranging
from the 34” HuDu VuDu? to the 38” 906, the
freeride 313 drop-through and, coming soon, “THE
BEAST” drop board. Along with building your custom
design, C R Boardworks has a board for your unique
style. crboardworks.com

Peek through the gap in the curtain of reality, into the
depths of the inner mind and beyond, past the furthest
reaches of consciousness and you will find us. We exist
to give form and shape to a purpose. We determined
your innermost desires and brought you the Death Ray
and Gamma Ray. Now, countless billions of sacrificial
urethane particles later, we humbly offer you more new
wheels, inspired by all our collective wisdom and
power, drawn from the purpose that drives us all –
Downhill Skateboarding. Free Your Mind – Join The
Cult. www.skatecultwheels.com

Dominator - Kowalski Signature
72 x 54mm/86.66A

Psychathane Formula

Traction Beams
72 x 54mm/77A

Psychathane Formula

Cult Classic
70 x 46mm/80A

Mystothane Formula. Available in Yellow, Magenta, Blue and Green.
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P.C. Tail Tap
8.5” x 30”

Red Dog
I Ain’t Dead Suckas

9” x 33”

For Life
9.25” x 39.5”

Locker
7” x 24.5” 

DT ’70s
70mm/80A 

Dogtown Skateboards was started in 1976 by skate-
boarders/surfers Jim Muir (Reddog) and Wes Humpston
(Bulldog). We are proud to offer new models and reis-
sues of the Dogtown history that covers the evolution of
skateboard design. From new school to old school,

cruisers to longboards, and our pro models including Jesse Martinez, Cheyne
Magnusson, Jamie O’Brian, Dylan Graves, Ford Archbold, J.J. Florence and
Matt Archbold, we have something for everyone. We only offer the highest
quality USA-made materials. More information: dogtownskateboards.com
or Switchboard Distribution, (714) 258-8087.

Dregs Longboards has always been making boards for
people that like to ride a little differently. In the 1990s,
when it was hard to even find longboards at all, Dregs
made downhill, racing, ditch and cruising boards. Now
from the mind of Biker Sherlock, Dregs introduces its

newest freeride , slide and long-distance push boards to its extensive selection
of boards. With Mt. Soledad in the backyard, these boards have been road tested
and offered up to the Dregs faithful. After riding the Fiberslide 101, the Rat Rod,
the Paradox Freeride or the Uptown Push, you will know why companies owned
by riders put out the best products. dregsskateboards.com

Fiberslide 101  
8.5” x 42" 
WB: 35"

Paradox Freeride
9.5” x 40"  
WB: 32"

Rat Rod  
9.5” x 36"  
WB: 29"

Uptown Push 
10” x 39" 
WB: 33.5"

Earthwing is working on a ton of stuff for 2011. Here is a peek
into some of the new decks. The carbon Superglider has been
polished to perfection with version 7. It’s 38” x 9.5”, but has a
larger riding platform, smaller wheelbase, longer nose and more
functional, wider tail. The new Thruster “The Man Edition”
swelled up to 39” x 11” for all of your big air needs. If you’re the
man, here is your skateboard. The Hightailer is a freestyle ver-

sion DH deck that can handle a full load of terrain; it will be interesting to see
what talented skaters pull off with a speed tool like this. Carbon Belly Racers
will be available in limited quantity, but the “wood is good” version will still be
available. That’s not all, either. Trust Earthwing Skates. earthwingskates.com

Rocky Bomber
10.125” x 38”
WB: 30-31”

The Tabor
9.125” x 36.5”

WB: 20.75”
Carbon Belly Racer

10” x 37.5”
Speedboard

Thruster 
“The Man Edition”

11” x 39”
Big Air All Day

Hightailer
10” x 44”

Downhill Freestyle

DropKick
9.625” x 41”
WB: 29.5”

Alex Tongue 
Mystery Model

Based on the Eastside of Portland, Oregon,
our focus remains on urban-style transporta-
tion and downhill. Our original model, the
Tabor, is still going strong for many as a com-

muter and all-around board. The Rocky Bomber has exploded into one of
the most popular freeride boards as a versatile topmount. And the DropKick
has been revamped once more with a new lighter construction. New for 2011
will be a shape inspired by team rider Alex Tongue, made from a new mold
featuring a dramatically increased concave. Big thanks to Daddies Board
Shop for stepping up the local support! eastsidelongboards.com

Carbon Superglider #7
9.5” x 38”

Sprinting, Commuting
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Le 62
10” x 41.74”
WB: 32.5”

Louis Ricard SL
9” x 32.5”

WB: 19.5/20.25/21”

Elise 
(Patrick Switzer Model) 

10” x 36”
WB: 27.175/28.175/29.175”

Royal Flush 
9.9” x 40.3”
WB: 31.4”

Lightning Strike - SL
8.7” x 31.5”

WB: 19/19.75/20.5”

Gustavs Gailitis - SL
9” x 32.25”

WB: 20.25/21/21.75”

TM-37
10” x 37.5”

WB: 29.25/29.625/30”

Seb Léger - SL  
9” x 32.8”

WB: 19.75/20.5/21.25”

Fullbag Skates offers today’s skaters the “right tool” for the job – whether it is screaming down a hill, freeriding the city, tearing
up cones or flowing roundwall at your local park – we got you covered! Our approach is to unify modern shapes, racer-proven
designs, top-quality materials and workmanship while preserving an “old-school” flavor into every board we build. Manufactured
in Quebec, Canada, using a combination of hard-rock Canadian maple and a range of high-pressure laminates, each deck pro-
duced comes with our guarantee of quality.

Fullbag Skates have put racers like Patrick Switzer, Louis Ricard, Seb Leger and Gustavs Gailitis on podiums across the
world. 2011 brings the introduction of new decks, which will join our current line of proven favorites, taking our success to a
higher level. We build function, quality and performance into every single deck.

Visit our website at fullbagskates.com for a view of all the boards we offer. For ordering and questions, you can reach us at
info@fullbagskates.com.

Beast
76mm/84A

Incendo
70mm/84A

Fireball is made in the USA. Fireball was created and is
run by longboard fanatics. We deliver high-quality gear
designed for shredding. The Beast (76mm) and the In-
cendo (70mm) are tried and true favorites all over the
globe. They balance grip and drift into a wheel that can
take on the world. Be on the lookout for our new cen-
terset freeride wheel this year – we are exploring a new
dimension in freeride… Check us out and find our pre-
ferred dealers at fireballwheels.com.

Fat Daddy
60”

Grenade
7.25” x 23”

L37
8.25” x 37”

Pro 40
8.5” x 40”

Flexdex has been carving the streets since 1995. We provide
a wide range of boards for all types of different riding styles.
So whatever you ride, we have the setup. Our boards range
from 23” to 60”. We’ve got the surf- style ride of the Pro 40 for
the folks who want to carve and bomb down big hills. Also
carrying the L37, which feels like it hovers inches off the
ground for maximum control and speed. Of course our Fat
Daddy 60” is ideal for a surf-like experience. Reintroducing
the 23” Grenade, which is perfect for campus cruising. Visit
flexdex.com for more information on these new boards and
to check out our entire fiberglass line along with our Fiber
Weave “Wood” decks. All of our fiberglass decks have a 100%
Lifetime Warranty. flexdex.com
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KoiDark King Neptune Tidal Wave

Check out the latest offerings from GFH
Boards. New into the line for 2011 are more
new boards that are sure to excite even your
mother – drop-through decks for those speed
freaks and of course new mini boards from the
only company that continues to do it the right
way. Check out gfhboards.com for more info
and the latest on the good stuff.

MEAT WAGON
BAMBOO

9.75” x 33”

THE TRAMP
8.125” x 33”

CARVE CORE
64mm/78A

SULTANS OF SURF -
RABBIT

9.5” x 35" 

NUE PEAK
BAMBOO
9” x 40”

GLOBE CRUISERBOARDS ARE PRODUCED THROUGH OUR
STATE-OF-THE-ART DSM FACTORY, UNDER THE DIRECT SU-
PERVISION OF ACTIVE PROS WHO CAPTURE THE NUANCES OF
THEIR BOARD DEVELOPMENT. THIS ENABLES US TO BRING YOU
THE HIGHEST-QUALITY BOARDS FOR THE BEST PRICE.

GLOBE PRODUCES A VARIETY OF BOARDS THAT FEATURE THE
GREATEST POSSIBLE VENEERS, BONDED BY AN EXCLUSIVE
EPOXY RESIN AND INDIVIDUALLY PRESSED FOR THE BEST-
QUALITY BOARD. THE GLOBE CRUISERBOARD COLLECTION
COMES IN A WIDE RANGE OF GRAPHICS AND SIZES, WOODS
AND MATERIALS, WITH TOP-OF-THE-LINE TRUCKS AND
WHEELS, AND THEY ALL COME WITH A FULL 30-DAY GUAR-
ANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE, DELAMINATION, MANUFACTURING
DEFECTS, AND OVERALL CRAFTSMANSHIP.  globe.tv

Conflict
6.5” x 24”
WB: 14”

Connect
7.5” x 27”
WB: 15”

Evolution
8.25” x 32.25”

WB: 20.5”

Shaka Tack
10” x 44”
WB: 26”

Who are you supporting when you
buy a GoldCoast? Skateboarders,

first and foremost. We get a lot of joy out of these little wooden toys, and every-
thing that comes with them: friends, trips, music, art. Not to mention a
community of like-minded people, who may have other interests, but can relate
on the common thread of fun. We chose the name GoldCoast because anywhere
that has a coast seems to have one that's gold. So it's just a nod to getting out
there, wherever that might be, and seeing and doing, and living. Lofty? Maybe.
But we get inspired by it, and we hope you do too.  goldcoastlongboards.com or
facebook.com/skategoldcoast

Fury Trucks are proud to announce a signature truck in col-
laboration with Lowcard magazine. The idea stemmed from
Steven Reeves. The Lowcard Fury Truck comes with a raw
hanger, a black baseplate and a beer bottle cap for a lower
bushing washer courtesy of Pyramid Brewing in Berkeley,
California. “Steven Reeves and Johnny Turgesen have al-
ways been ‘down’ since the start of Lowcard, and since Fury
supports Lowcard, Lowcard supports Fury! The bottle top
bushing cup is what makes the Fury Lowcard Truck come
together!” – Rob Collinson of Lowcard magazine. The Fury
Lowcard Truck is available in 8” and 8.25”. furytrucks.com

Lowcard
8”

Lowcard
8.25”
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2011 marks the addition of three new trucks to the
ever-evolving Gullwing lineup. The Charger II is the
follow-up to the already successful Charger. The
Charger II is geared toward performance long-
boarding and features a symmetrical 10” hanger,
eight-hole adjustable baseplate and will come in 50-
degree and 45-degree baseplates. The Standard is
our latest conventional truck and will satisfy the
needs of any street or transition ripper. Widths will

be available in 8.0”, 8.5”, 9.0” and 10.0”. Last but not least is the re-release
of the legendary PRO III. This was the truck that put Gullwing on the map. If
you rode a skateboard in the mid-’80s, chances are you rode a set of these.
Width is 8.75”, and they will come in various original fluorescent colors. Stay
tuned for the magnesium version later in the year. gullwingtruckco.com

Gunmetal Truck Mfg. has been busy redesigning their
longboard truck line. The new Gunmetal v2.0s will be
officially released March 1, 2011 to select retailers.
They have fine-tuned the Magnum and Double Barrel
trucks to be better than ever. The hangers have been
beefed up by 2mm all around with tighter, more defined
bushing seats, higher-grade aluminum, no more rake
and facings to name a few. As always, every Gunmetal
truck comes built with the best, Venom bushings. Watch
out for newly formed Team Gunmetal slaying this
season – riders to be announced shortly. Stick to your
guns. gunmetaltruckmfg.com

Standard

PRO III

Charger II

Skull Skates/
Gullwing Collab. 

a.k.a. SKULLWING

Double Barrel
42º

10” Hanger

Magnum
50º

9”/10” Hangers Knuckle 
Drop Thru  
9.75" x 47”

Mini Pin 
9" x 37.5”

King Pin 
w/Cut-Outs  

10” x 44”

King Pin  
10" x 44”

Classic 
Pop Tail  
10” x 41”

Hemoglobin is Rolling Heavy into 2011. Fresh new drop-
throughs and minis are here! We specialize in
custom-designed longboards and cruisers. We will do
hand-painted, or go digital to make your dream graphic
come to life! We provide individualized, creative, high
quality decks in an array of sizes and disciplines. All of
our boards are made in the USA. Even if you are not an
artist, we will work with you and put your concept under
your feet! Think it, sketch it, enjoy it! “It's In Your Blood!”
hemoglobinboards.com

Describing a lineup of over 15 boards in four pictures? Sorry, doesn’t work.
Hackbrett Longboards offers high-quality stuff since 2002, made in Germany.
Our boards have evolved over the past years under many influences – whether
it’s racing, freeriding or tough city shredding. If you want to know more about
things such as our 3D shaped concaves, full custom options and the whole
lineup, visit us under customlongskates.com.
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Handcrafted artisan-quality skateboards whose qualities are the sum of their components.
They look like a surfboard, carve a turn like a surfboard, and the ride is like a long peeling
glassy wave. Made in small batches in Southern California, each Hamboard is signed and
numbered with an extra bit of Hamborg Family care. Feel the love, enjoy the ride, and em-
brace the size. HAMBOARDS…Changing the world one really big skateboard at a time.
hamboards.com

The Pescadito
14.5” x 43”

Mini Monster 70mm
Blue 78A

Mini Monster 70mm
Clear Green 78A

Mini Monster 70mm
White 80A

Mini Monster 70mm
Turquoise 84A

Mini Monster 70mm
Black 88A

Monster 76mm
Blue 78A

Zombie 76mm
Blue 78A

Zombie 76mm
White 80A

Zombie 76mm
Yellow 82A

Zombie 76mm
Turquoise 84A

Zombie 76mm
Black 88A

Through countless hours of painful testing, we’ve come up with designs that really work. Combine these great designs with
amazing, high-rebound urethane and you have Hawgs wheels. For freeriding and general cruising, the Zombie Hawgs can’t be
beat. The Monster and Mini Monsters may be the grippiest series of wheels on the market, and with a super high-rebound ure-
thane they are the wheel of choice for racing and hard carving. Whatever type of riding you want to do, Hawgs has it covered. 
Call (778) 785-6855 for more info.

Mini Monster 70mm
Clear Orange 80A

Mini Monster 70mm
Yellow 82a

Mini Monster 70mm
Clear Red 82A

Monster 76mm
Turquoise 84A

Monster 76mm
Yellow 82A

Monster 76mm
White 80A

Bamboo Classic  15” x 78”

Bamboo Fish
17” x 4’5’
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Illusion All Terrain Concepts engineers each board to optimize
composite material properties. Revamped for 2011, the lineup
starts with the Sparticle  - featuring our new SparCoreTM tech-
nology. This high-end downhill topmount has gas-pedal concave
and is extraordinarily light and stiff. Also offered as the 29”/30.25”-
wheelbase Quark. Both boards are available with the standard

carbon/glass construction or the ATC (All Textile Carbon) construction for
lighter weight and greater torsional stiffness. The Sparticle ATC and Quark
ATC weigh 2.1 lbs and 1.9 lbs, respectively. Coming soon to the SparCoreTM
series: the all carbon Spark slalom racer. All boards come with stainless steel
hardware and threaded inserts.  illusionatc.com

Indiana 
Kicktail

Indiana 
Baton Chief

Indiana 
Sky Chief

Indiana 
Little 

Baton Chief

Indiana 
Fat Chief

Indiana 
Longboard

114

The International Gravity
Sports Association (IGSA)
is the world sanctioning
body of Downhill Skate-
boarding.  In all, more
than 1,100 competitors
from 30 countries raced in
2010 IGSA sanctioned
events.  The IGSA pro-
motes organized downhill
racing events on closed
roads with safety in mind.
IGSAworldcup.com

2011 IGSA DOWNHILL SKATEBOARD WORLD CUP SCHEDULE
Jun/Jul 29-3 Maryhill Festival of Speed Goldendale, WA, USA

Jul 20-23 Kozakov Challenge Kozakov, Czech Republic

Jul 29-31 Insul Cup Insul, Germany

Aug 5-7 Padova Grand Prix Teolo, Italy

Sep 2-4 WinSport Canada Cup Calgary, Canada

Oct 28-30 Hotel Los Portales Tarma Tarma, Peru

Nov 4-6 Malarrara Pro Teutônia Teutônia, Brazil

Dec 11-13 Hot Heels Africa Kogelberg, South Africa

Sparticle ATC
10" x 40" 

WB: 31.25"/32.5"

In 1989 we started producing skate-
boards by hand in the garage of my
parents. Since 1997 we have our own
factory in Wald City, Switzerland. We

then won the ISPO New Brands Award in the year 2000 with our skateboards
in the category Summer Hardware. Indiana was one of the first companies to
build longboards with flex in combination with snowboard technology and com-
posite construction. Our boards are adjusted to the weight of the rider and
therefore suited for all skateboarders. With our very successful race team, In-
diana celebrated several European and world champion slalom skateboarders.
Only a few brands can rely on 20 years of experience, as we stand in our fac-
tory day by day to produce the best skateboards for you. indiana.ch
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Smoothcut 37
10” x 37”

WB: 27.75”

Topmount - 
Pascal Jean

9.8” x 38”
WB: Options from 

28” to 30.5”

Hairpin
10.375” x 41.625”

WB: 32.5”

Ben Dubreuil
Switchback

10.125” x 41.5”
WB: Options from
31.75” to 33.25”

Ian Comishin/
J-F Boily

10.0” x 42.625”
WB 34.125”

Stephen Daddow
Smoothcut

9.875” x 42.25”
WB: 32.525”

JimZ Flushcut
9.5” x 43.125”

WB: 33.5”

Rêve
10.313” x 43.0”

WB 32.0”

Magma
Pro Shredder

44”

Haka Cruiser
47”

The Duke 
Classic Wood

57”

Pohaku Surf
Rider 
48”

Big Stick
Bamboo and 
Classic 5’6”

Kahuna Creations’ shapers have more than 30
years’ experience designing decks. Whether
you are a serious shredder or want to cruise
downtown with a smooth ride, consider a
Kahuna board for your quiver. Rather than slap-
ping on clear grip tape that gets gummed up,

Kahuna longboards are pre-gripped with imported tropical beach sand (ltd.
lifetime guaranteed grip) for a sweet-feeling ride. Made in California.
Kahuna Creations is the inventor of the patent-pending Kahuna Big Stick
stand-up street paddle. Check it out!   kahunacreations.com

Koastal is a family business that brings to-
gether a strong passion for surfing and the
knowledge from years of experience in the

skate industry. It all started with a longboard skateboard created by surfers
with a desire to ride the pavement with the same sensation one feels when
riding a wave. This particular longboard attracted a lot of attention, and
soon we were getting requests to make boards for friends, friends of friends
and even total strangers. The growing interest in our boards is how Koastal
began to evolve into the successful company it is today. koastalboards.com

Skillet
9.75” x 33”

Road Runner 2
10” x 40””

Pin Tail
8.75” x 38”

Classic Mini
8.25” x 23.5”

KebbeK Skateboards is a company driven by the passion of a small group of dedicated skateboarders, committed to the development
and improvement of the best downhill skateboards ever made. Having very different backgrounds and riding styles, these riders give
constant input and ideas to try to make the boards a little better and fun to ride. KebbeK is one of the only downhill skateboard brands
who support pro model boards, and every year they donate generously to race organizers big and small, all over the world. They are
very motivated to offer you their very best for 2011 with even better construction, cool graphics and functional shapes for all aspects
of the downhill experience. New website in march: kebbek.com. Worldwide distribution by S&J Sales Co. Ltd. (905) 420-5001
sjsales.com/kebbek
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A-Frame Roots Shacked Sundown

In a price conscious world of skate
retail skate products, no one recog-
nizes price-to-value better than us
here at Layback Longboards. With an
extensive line of retro and lifestyle

graphics, as well as performance driven shapes and high quality compo-
nents, we strive for excellence by offering cutting edge products at a very
affordable price. Whether you’re heading down to the liquor store, cruising
the boardwalk, or carving some serious downhill lines – Layback Long-
boards has a style and shape that is ideal for your kind of riding. Carve your
way to a better value and throw it down with Layback Longboards. Contact
Switchboard Inc. at (714) 258-8087.

Komodo
9.25” x 47.5”

WB: 34”

COMING SOON!
Penguin double kick

10” x 43”
WB: 28”

Manatee (Sea Calf)
9.5” x 36”
WB: 26.5”

LongBoardLarry takes pride in building high-quality
boards no matter what your riding style. We build
dancing, carving, pumping, mini, freeride and speed

boards from start to finish in our shop in Oregon. We believe in supporting the
community, and we love passing on the stoke of skating. We are always
working on new projects, so watch for new boards in 2011. Ride safe and have
fun. longboardlarry.com

Penguin
10.75” x 40”

WB: 30”
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Vancouver, B.C. is surrounded by some of the best hills in the world. Landyachtz is a product of this environ-
ment, and everyone at Landyachtz is passionate about riding, developing and building what we love. We are
always riding and improving our products, so keep an eye open for new innovations throughout the year. Check
out what we’re up to at landyachtz.com.

36 Drop Carve
10” x 36”

Bamboo Ripper
9.5” x 34.5”

Switch 37
9.5” x 37.25”

Bamboo Stout
10” x 36”

Pocket Knife
9” x 31.25”

Dinghy
7” x 26.25”

Drop Speed
10” x 39.25”

Time Machine
10” x 40”

39 Drop Carve
9.75” x 39.25”

Wedge Flex
10” x 40”

Bamboo Totem
10” x 41”

Bamboo Pinner
9.25” x 44”

Ripper
9.5” x 42.5”

Top Mount
10” x 40.5”

9two5
10” x 40.5”

Chinook
10” x 40”

Evo
10” x 41”

Battle Axe
9.5” x 42”

Switch
9.75” x 41.25”

Switchblade
9.25” x 41.25”
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Loaded Boards is dedicated to growing board sports in general and longboarding in particular.  We are stoked on
longboarding and believe that the growth of skateboarding (in general) is based on expanding current riding
styles and disciplines through creativity as well as functional and versatile equipment. We are committed to de-
veloping unique and innovative boards that we enjoy riding and that we believe enhance the riding experience.
Concurrently, we strive to minimize our environmental impact. loadedboards.com
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Monarch
9” x 35”

Lotus Balance Boards are beautifully de-
signed with fitness and fun in mind. Our
boards come in maple or bamboo, are

recyclable and are made from FSC Certified Lumbers (FSC is the mark of
responsible forestry). Lotus Balance Boards are great for core strength-
ening and leg workouts, and the challenge of staying on the darn thing
involves and works the whole body. Most importantly, everything’s made
100% in Portland, Oregon. We look forward to getting our message out to
the skating world, and let’s all keep fit. Lotus Balance Boards: for
sport...for life...for fun. lotusbalanceboards.com

MAPLE Balance Boards
sm 13”  x 29” / lg 15.5” x 34

BAMBOO Balance Boards
sm 13” x29” / lg 15.5” x 34”

Time for a change. Here at Lush Long-
boards we have spent the last 13 months
playing with shapes, composites, glue
mixtures, slide puck materials and a

whole lot more to bring you a whole new lineup of completes, decks and
gloves. We’re taking it all on the road this summer and supporting more
skaters in more scenes, traveling to more freerides and races and hopefully
having more fun than we’ve ever managed before. 2011 is our 10th birthday;
the workshop BBQ and ramp are going to get used and abused for sure.
Come and join us…  lushlongboards.com

Generator
9.9” x  44"

WB: 31.625", 32" 32.5" 
Drop-through Adjustable

Sequel Speedboard
10.2” x  41.6"

WB: 31.6", 32", 32.4" 
Drop-through Adjustable

Race Glove
All leather and Kevlar® construction

POM Race Puck-Race Proven

Lush Freeride gloves
Synthetic leather and stretch fit construction

Removable pucks - ScotchliteTM reflective
knuckles
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Coozies

8.5" x 33" 20 Pack Fly-
paper Box Thumbcutter Grip Tape

4 Pack 11" x 10"
The Bubbler

Madrid Pro Designs has been making skateboards for the last 35 years. For 2011, we’re using new

materials and constructions in our continuing quest to make high-quality gear that looks good and

works well for every kind of skateboarding, from downhill racing to technical streetstyle and every-

thing in between.  madridskateboards.com

Cadillac Bearings

Gnarwhal
9" x 35” 

WB: 16.5"

Plant
9" x 39" 
WB: 30"

Rat
9" x 37" 

WB: 18.5"

Bones
9" x 38" 
WB: 29"

Nightmare
9" x 36" 
WB: 26"

3D Wood
9" x 34"
WB: 23"

The Dream
9.75" x 39" 

WB: 31"

Andrew Mercado
10" x 36" 

WB: 27.75"

Dave Price
10.325" x 39.5" 

WB: 30"

Zak Maytum
10" x 41" 
WB: 30"

Market Price
9.875” x 38”
WB: 30.25”
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Migrator
7” x 29"

Sacred Owl
10” x 38.5"

Thought Thickets
9" x 40”

Shellin'
9” x 40

In January 2011, Miramar Skateboards celebrated its fifth year
in business, and we hope you all celebrate with us. Since 2006,
Miramar has been pushing the limits of skateboard art and
precision deck design. Every Miramar deck is hand made in
Grand Junction, Colorado in Honey Skateboards’ wood shop.
We have a deck for every rider; whether you prefer downhill,
freestyle or just cruising, Miramar has the deck for you. The

Spectrum Series offers original artwork by brothers Nick and Vince Brown printed
with Miramar’s exclusive high-resolution printing process. You have to see it to be-
lieve it!  miramarlongboards.com

Octo Rise
9" x 40”

Quickly becoming the new go-to wheels for Downhill
Slide, the new Metro Motion wheels have become the
new standard for skaters wanting to get sideways down
mountain roads. The Metro Motions feature a centerset
bearing and exclusive urethane compounds that you
can’t find anywhere else. Slide, durability and, most im-
portantly, predictability – these wheels by Metro are
today’s choice for skaters wanting the best-performing
slide wheels available anywhere. Ask for them at finer
skate shops worldwide or call  (760) 722-4111 to find
your nearest dealer.

The BigFish 
9.75” x 43.5”

WB: 30.5/31.5”

Burglar 36  
10” x 36”

WB: 27- 29”

Decker  
10” x 36.5”
WB: 29.5”

Nicotino 
9.75” x 43.5”

WB: 32.5”

Motion Longboards is operated by riders since 1999, con-
tracts local artists and workers and uses local wood and
materials. Just genuine North American wood and quality
craftsmanship. We have been doing it for quite a while, but
sometimes pressing boards would come second after riding!
Home of The BigFish, the legendary flexy pintail, and the best
bang for your buck slide gloves out there, we are back for
2011 with new models to please new styles of riding. Check
out our brand new website at motionlongboards.com and
enjoy the ride.

Metro Motion 
70mm/80A

It's no hidden secret that Navigator Truck Co. has been manufacturing preci-
sion skateboard trucks for more than a decade now  - from innovative patents
such as dual-pinned, double-knurled axles to the extraordinary characteristic of
the concave grind surface. What started out as a fun grassroots hobby surfacing
out of a small garage in Ventura County, Calif. has become much more of a
legacy. Introducing the Drone Series  — precision longboard trucks by Navigator!
navigatortrucks.com 
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Not all bearings are created equal. NITRO bear-
ings have proven to be among the world’s most
durable and fastest on the planet. Just ask 4 time
Overall World Skateboard Racing Champion
Jason Mitchell. He has ridden his NITRO bear-
ings to World Championship titles on 3

continents, and pools, parks, pipes, bowls and schools!The full line of NITRO
BEARINGS were designed specifically for skateboarders in mind. Skate-
board bearings have to be designed and made to withstand extreme
tensional loads caused by high speed directional changes, massive shocks
due to hard landings and impacts from gaps or rail stunts, and more. Nitro’s
come in Abec 3’s, 5’s, 7’s and The High Speed Ceramics for Racing Downhill
or High Speed Slalom Racing. Experience the EXPLOSIVE FORCE AND
SPEED of NITRO BEARINGS!! Visit our website at nitrobearings.com for
more info or to order now!

Other Planet presents the P2 Predator skate truck. Get
out-of-this-world turnability without the wobbles on our
patent-pending rolling pivot cam. The P2 allows massive
deck-tilt for powerful carving or buttery smooth drifts.
Until now, all skateboard trucks used some variation of
the kingpin design, which was originally patented in the
late 1800s. The kingpin truck requires a tradeoff between
stability and turnability. This weakness is inherent to this

ancient design. Other Planet eliminated the kingpin to provide a naturally
stable truck capable of extreme turnability with no high-speed wobbles. Ride
the P2 today; it will change your world.  otherplanetskate.com

The Omen Longboards Carbon Matrix was
crafted as the answer to the #1 need in
longboarding: a deck that could freeride

AND downhill like a dream. Underflush mounting gives stability, Crowbars
give strength, and Love Handles add grip and stiffness. With a full carbon
wrap, foam-core interior, the feather-lightweight Carbon Matrix is extremely
responsive and durable. Developed in the Northwest, the “cereal bowl” con-
cave creates deep-dish foot pockets that fit any stance perfectly. Arguably, it’s
the most unique board on the market. At only $299, you can’t afford not to
have this foam-core deck in your quiver. omenlongboards.com

Nersh was started in 2008 to provide a unique
product to the market, and we’ve continued to
develop and bring products forward that we feel
fill the gaps in what’s currently available. First
was the 75mm Hax, the widest wheel on the
market. Then we brought a centerset 70mm
race/slide wheel to the table with the Candies.
Riders wanted a freeride-specific version, so the
stone-ground and beveled Smoothies are on the
way. Check in at your local shop in the next few
months for those and 75mm Candies. Enjoy the
skate! Contact sales@getsomenersh.com, and
watson@getsomenersh.com for all questions
and order details.
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Sometimes your contribution to the person, or sport, you love is defined by a single moment, a single feat or
a single sacrifice. After eight years at Original, our sum contribution to longboarding can be defined by a
single board: the 2011 Apex 37. Regardless of what you ride now, please find one, pick it up, hold it, look at
it, and if at all possible, ride it. We believe it is the strongest, most punishable deck on the market, and we
hope you are surprised by what you find.  originalskateboards.com

The 2011 Apex 37 (Carbon)
8.7” x 37''
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Dedicated to the growth of hamster
feathers through persistance, patience,
pancakes, Pac-Man and paranoia. We will
never stop trying to eat before breakfast.
orangatangwheels.com

MOOD Wheels by OUST Inc. were developed for slalom
and longboards. The need for a wheel with ultra grip
without the loss of speed or stability is what our focus
was on, and the new OUST MOOD wheel was developed.
The design of the wheel and specific chemistry used
characterizes excellent low-temperature properties,
super-high abrasion resistance, outstanding hydrolytic
stability and the highest resilience of any wheel manu-
factured in the skate industry today. Now available in
72MM/81A and 76MM/80A. oustbearings.com
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Paris Truck Co. You know them, you
love them. Paris trucks are an industry
standard, featuring USA-made Divine
bushings stock in every set. The world-

renowned bushing seat allows just enough room for the bushing to squish
out and make these babies turn like no other truck on the market. The supe-
rior finishing and overall quality is second to none... Paris offers a 150mm,
180mm and 195mm truck in standard 50-degree plates. Look out soon for a
42-degree plate! We’ve designed Paris trucks to look great and react lightning
fast. We’ve cut no corners with Paris, and you’ll see that as the care and
quality shines through every turn. Paris for life!  paristrucks.com

Paris Truck
150mm Black/Black

Paris Truck
180mm Black/Black

Paris Truck
180mm Candy Apple

Paris Truck
195mm Raw/Raw

Chin Skull
8.25” x 32.5”

Cab Chinese Dragon
10” x 30”

Ripper Blacklight
8.5” x 33.5”

Skull and Dagger
9.5” x 32.75”

Powell-Peralta is in full swing in 2011. New team riders, LIGAMENT™ deck
technology, 52 wheels, three different formulas, 38 decks and the high-ollie
record, 45”. We are working on a Bones Brigade film documentary featuring
Lance Mountain, Tony Hawk, Steve Caballero, Rodney Mullen, Mike McGill
and Tommy Guerrero, and a Powell-Peralta coffee-table book.Stay con-
nected for other great news throughout the year. powell-peralta.com

Super Flex 36
9.5” x 36”

Super Flex 48
9.5” x 48”

Blocktail
9.25” x 48”

Noserider
9.125” x 48”

Plank Skateboards® is a small owner-operated
company started in San Francisco, California. Old-
school craftsmanship from the ‘70s is used to create
beautiful and unique three-layered hardwood skate-
boards with a superior ride. Each deck is an
individual work of art, designed and hand shaped in
small batches from exotic and domestic hardwoods,
all in their beautiful natural colors – no dyes or
stains! Sizes include 48”, 36” and 24” decks. Look out
for our much-anticipated Classic Kicktail. You’ve
looked at the rest, now it’s time for the best. It’s Time
to Walk the Plank.  plankskateboards.com

In our quest to make the highest-quality per-
formance skate gear, we have expanded our line
with the “Power Station Project” decks – a collab-
oration between Tony Alva and Michael Early
adapting functional/surf-influenced shapes and
templates in relation to concave and nose/tail

kicks. We have also been the design/production force behind the “lost model” au-
thentic Alva decks. Check out the story and full line at poolkingskateboards.com.
*Only available at professional quality shops/distribution.*
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Since 1986 Pro Designed Inc. continues to manufacture the
highest quality protective products right here in the USA.
Such pads as the Super Single Knee Pads ($130.00 pr.), 1
1/3 ($140.00 pr.), Mini Ramp Knee Pads ($110.00 pr.),
Recreational Knee Pads ($75.00 pr.), Recreational Elbow
Pads ($60.00 pr.), Standard Elbow Pads ($80.00 pr.), Mini
P.D. Knee Pads ($65.00 pr.), Mini Elbow Pads ($45.00 pr.),
Recaps ($15.00 pr.) and Wrist Guards ($55.00 pr.) are avail-

able for a variety of sports. For more info. go to prodesigned.com or call
“Wild Bill” 713-957-0341. P.D.’s for life !

Wrist Guard Mini Ramp 
Knee Pads

Super Single 
Knee Pads 

Standard 
Elbow Pads

Mini 
Elbows Pads

Recreational 
Knee Pads

B2 - Rising SunAce Black - Bob Burnquist

Park PadBucky Lasek Classic

The 2011 Pro-tec skateboard line features helmets and
pads ridden by the world’s top riders, including Bob Burn-
quist, Bucky Lasek, Omar Hassan, Lincoln Ueda, Brian
Patch and skate legends Christian Hosoi and Steve Ca-
ballero. Pro-tec’s patented SXP multiple-impact technology
allows for unprecedented protection because the material
has memory. SXP has built-in rebound control, with the
foam regaining its original shape and maintaining its im-

pact-absorbing qualities. SXP can be found in our B2, a classically styled
helmet, as well as our popular Ace skate helmets. Pro-tec also offers a line
of pads perfect for street, park or ramp, including the Drop-In and Double
Down designed with Pro-tec team riders. pro-tec.net

Prototypes Plus holds fast to the belief that building a high-quality, en-
during (non-disposable) product is best for both the end user and the
planet. We strive to create permanence in our products while being as
green as possible. The level of precision and craftsmanship inherent to
products we design and produce is matched only by the level of commit-
ment we provide to our customers. Excellence by Design – Greenprint
Products – 1st Addition Trucks. Prototypes Plus, Calgary, Alberta Canada.
Call (403) 571-0880 or go to prototypesplus.ca.

City Cruiser
110

Pogo has been producing longboards and snowboards
since 1983. Their boards are renowned for top quality
and long lifespan due to the high-tech materials 
Titanal® and Kevlar® combined with an ash wood-
core. Pogo also manufactures longboard raceplates in
three different geometries and the Pogo brake with

the best German engineering. The company is located in a 400-year-old barn
with the largest and oldest longboard shop in Europe under the same roof.
Check the company video and the rad powderguns at pogo.biz, and the shop
at longboardshop.de.

Soul Cruiser Speed Needle Raceplate (48°)
(Also avail. in 36° &

42°)
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RS
57mm/98A

Mid-Tsunami
62mm/85A

Mini-Tsunami
59mm/95A

Stinger
65mm/100A

As Rainskates’ ninth anniversary approaches, we are proud to
unveil our latest wheel, the 72mm/85A Orange “MEGA-
Tsunami.” An answer to everyone who has been patiently
waiting for an Orange Tsunami bigger than the original 65mm
size, these will be out by the time you are reading this. Same
profile, centerset core and the high-rebound 85A ’thane that
has earned worldwide acclaim as a great “all-around” wheel

formula. It will take its place as the 18th wheel in the RS lineup, giving riders even
more choices than before. Be it street, ditches, skateparks or anywhere else, there
is a Rainskates wheel waiting to make your day a better one! For more info, please
contact Rainskates directly: rainskates@hotmail.com or rainskates.com.

 For over 32 years now, Randal Truck Co. has been a definitive leader in the downhill and speed truck market. Offering more baseplate combina-
tions and hanger widths than any other company, combined with California manufacturing and an industry-leading lifetime warranty, Randal has
created the market for downhill speed trucks. Keep an eye out for more innovations coming from California, including an upcoming 200mm DH

truck. New products include our new Bushing Tune-Up Kit with 20 bushing combinations, Titanium Kingpins, a complete line of High Quality Bushings and new iron
oxide Black Hardware. Our Charity Line of trucks includes the Pink American Breast Cancer truck and a Green Plant A Tree truck, with more coming soon to help
other noble causes. Please visit randal.com for the most complete truck parts store, plus a huge collection of guides, templates and FAQs. Contact us at
sales@randal.com or (760) 722-2236.

R-II Pink
180mm 50º

R-II Green
180mm 50º

R-II
180mm 50º

R-II
150mm 50º

R-II
180mm 42º

R-II
180mm 50º

R-II
125mm 42º

Military Grade 
Titanium Kingpins

Hardware
Kit

Truck 
Tune Up Kit

DH Downhill Truck
160mm

Axle
10mm

Long Treks
Demonseed
9.25” x 41”  

WB: 33”

Nemesis
10.25” x 39”

WB: 32" or 33" 

Hellcat
10” x 41.25” 

WB: 32" 

JANKY – [jan-kee] - noun
def. 1 - A product that is 
sub standard and of 
the poorest quality. 
def. 2 - Something just plain
stupid or wrong.
1. Kyle rides a janky plank.
2. Riding a complete was the
jankiest idea he’s had.

QUALITY– [kwol-i-tee] - noun
def. 1 - A product with essential
or distinctive characteristics,
properties, or attributes. 
def. 2 - Something of high
grade; superiority; excellence.
1. Bamboo has incredible
strength qualities.
2. World Championship per-
formance, durability and
quality matched with aggres-
sive concaves, fresh designs
and original graphics.

Avoid janky s**t.  Buy quality. 
Rayne Motherf***ing 
Longboards. 
raynelongboards.com

IDLE HANDS
Slide Gloves
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Roarockit supports schools and groups, indi-
vidual deck builders and prototype designers for
custom skateboard design and building.
Roarockit kits include our patented method of

shaping a deck, using Thin Air Press technology, a one-sided foam mold and
100% Canadian maple veneer. Schools throughout the world offer credit pro-
grams using Roarockit kits and curriculum to design and build skateboards
in class. Watch Ted Hunter’s detailed tutorials and videos at roarockit.com.
Personalized service means you can order exactly what you need including
colored dye-infused veneer and RockitLam. We ship worldwide and we’re
really friendly to deal with!  roarockit.com

Rhinoceros Longboards is an Oregon-
based skateboard company that was
established in 2009 by riders for
riders. We have taken on the symbol
of the rhinoceros, as it exemplifies the
attitude and style we put into each of
our skateboards. A beast of serious

proportions, the rhinoceros moves with speed, power and ferocity. In the
same way, our longboards provide each rider the tools for charging downhill,
freeriding, cruising and carving the urban jungle. We understand the need to
create emotion through motion and have made it our mission to provide just
that for all who ride. Contact us at info@rhinoceroslongboards.com or
charge with us at rhinoceroslongboards.com.

9.5” x 40”
WB: 20.75”

9” x 38.75”
WB: 25.75”

9” x 39.5”
WB: 27.25”

9.25” x 47”
WB: 31”

Riviera Longboards invites you
to feed your skull with our newly
assembled barrage of multi-
media matter... We are pleased
to announce the launch of our
recently renovated website,
where we offer you visual
splendor with our videos, photo-

graphs and updated news for all of your pondering.  Follow our growing family
of Riviera Enthusiasts and stay up on the latest intel about all of your favorite
Riviera products! Keep us in heavy rotation at  rivieralongboards.com. We
may never meet, but we can still be friends on Facebook.

Planet Called Earth Steamer King of Kings Field of Dreams

It’s the start of a new era for Restless. With the help of our
team riders we completely renewed our lineup. Every model
went through a rigorous redesign process and a few new
models saw light. For example, the Splinter, with its small
nose and tail and just the right amount of flex, is perfect for
freeriding. Our most popular model from 2010, the BigBoy,
still has its unique bowl but is now shorter by 2”, making it
more maneuverable. As always, you can customize the

graphics, upload images, add text and build your complete set… the possibilities
are endless. Restless… ride more!  restlessboards.com

Magnum
9.5” x 39.25” 
WB: 25.75”

Big Boy
10” x 38”
WB: 30”

Splinter
9.75” x 38” 
WB: 26.5”

Shredder
9.5” x 36.75”

WB: 27.5”
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Robdot Sun Dot
Cruzer

Big FootLandshark
Rasta

Santa Cruz Skateboards have been making skateboards
for almost 40 years…Wow, now I feel old. We were there
when it all started and have never stopped. Our “Cruzers”
draw on those decades of innovation, creativity and design.
Our boards are rider tested and approved, ensuring a solid
reliable ride that's also (and most importantly) FUN. With
graphics by the legendary Jim Phillips and the best, most
rigorously tested components in the industry, we are proud
to offer these new additions to the SC family. Santa Cruz,
the M.I.L.F. of Skateboarding. santacruzskateboards.com

For 2011, Rotule has decided to relaunch its board
lineup, taking it up to the quality level of the Speed
Karrot. Our new board, the Desert Eagle, is avail-
able as you read this! Then the Brainwash, the 4
Footer and the Slider will be re-released, all with
new radical changes. Desert Eagle: the second
precision board from Rotule. Like the Speed
Karrot, the Eagle has very tight radiuses and a
complex free-form shape. What you have here is
a 37.55” long symmetrical racing topmount with
freeride abilities. It features a shape-integrated
gas pedal, a tuck pocket, a small radial drop and
a comfortable “W” concave. Also, for a premium
foot locking, we’ve put very sharp edges and a
sweet spot located just before the drop, which is
the designed to fit your foot and lock it on 360 de-
gree.  rotulelongboards.com

The Road Rider “Eights” and “Tens” feature a cen-
terset flex-edge design with a one-of-a-kind domed
riding surface. The dome/flex combination reduces
rolling resistance for faster straight-line speed and
more responsive acceleration out of turns without
sacrificing predictable and consistent traction.
Poured in Road Rider’s exclusive high-rebound for-
mula. Available in 68mm and 72mm, 78A
hardness.The Road Rider Stomper Tread is the
high-performance wheel for all conditions. The
Stompers feature a unique, engraved tire tread pat-
tern for the ultimate traction, in wet and dry
conditions, without sacrificing speed or durability.
Available in 70mm diameter and 78A hardness.

Road Rider
Eight
68mm/78A

Road Rider
Ten
72mm/78A

Stomper
Treads
70mm/78A

Stomper
Treads
70mm/78A

Sabre was born two years ago with the first (and at the time, widest) cast
longboard truck on the market – the 190mm. Features from the truck
soon found their way onto other truck brands; flat washers, double barrel
bushings, advanced stock formulas, flat bushing seats and compressed
baseplate layouts are now common. We are currently developing the
Sabre truck into a system of baseplates and hangers, more bushing
shapes and duros and hardware in support. Think there is no room for in-
novation and change in longboard trucks? Think again. sabretrucks.com

Sabre 190mm Truck
190mm

45-degree

Hardware
1.25/1.5" USM

Spare Pivot Cups
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76mm x 59mm Hot Spots
77A, 80A, 83A

(also in 63mm, 66mm, 69mm)

Seismic Skate Systems is an 18-year-old company based in
Boulder, Colorado. We design and manufacture high-perfor-
mance trucks, wheels, decks and completes for carving,
cruising, racing and beyond. Our patented spring-loaded truck
technology brings advanced control and superior rebound with
precise turning response. Holder of four world speed records,
Seismic Black Ops urethane offers more grip and rebound to-
gether, with less rolling resistance, than any other formula in
skateboarding history. Industry-leading core technology makes
our wheels astoundingly lightweight, with supercharged inside-
edge rebound. Our classic yet progressive board shapes feature
cutting-edge materials and construction, with completes ex-
pertly tuned for superb carving performance right off the shelf.
Stay tuned this year for startling innovations in trucks, boards,
wheels and bearings from Seismic!  seismicskate.com

180mm truck in 45° geometry
(also in 30° geometry and

in 105mm, 130mm, 155mm)

85mm x 52mm Speed Vents
75A, 79A

(also in 73mm, 77mm)

73mm x 54mm Speed Vents
76A, 80A, 84A

(also in 77mm, 85mm)
Speed 

10” x 39.25 WB:
31/32”

Addict 
10” x 38” 
WB: 31.5”

Cannonball
9.5” x 35”  

WB: 21.5/23”

Epiphany 
9.5” x 41.25” 

WB: 30/31.25/32.50”

Born out of passion and desire in the shadow of the Rocky
Mountains, Sayshun is not just about building boards but
building amazing experiences. This year Sayshun intro-
duces two new drop decks, new artist collaboration
graphics, revised concaves and the first board designed
specifically for boardercross. If that’s not enough to get you
stoked, then visit your local shop and ask them about
Sayshun. LIVE BEFORE YOU DIE – sayshun.com
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Jester Retro
7.375” x 27.75”

WB: 12.5”

Chris Yandall
Pro Longboard Model

9.75” x 35”
WB: 23.25”

Maximus
Carbon Fiber

9” x 35”
WB: 22/23/24”

Gary Holl 
Pro Model

7.625” x 30”
WB: 13.25”

Keith Butterfield
Pro Freestyle
7.25” x 27.5”
WB: 11.75”

Kilian Martin Pro Models
ST: 7.9” x 31.25” WB: 14”

FS: 7.25” x 28.25” WB: 12.625”

Universal Axles 
fits Radikal, 161, Splitfire

Aircraft Grade Steel

360 King Record Breakers
Steel 360 Spinning Wheels

Richy Carrasco Pro
Model

7.875” x 28.75”
WB: 13”

Brown Bomber
Richy Carrasco 

Pro Model
AXE I

8.625” x 31”
WB: 19.5”

Primo Desiderio
Pro Model

7.25”x 28.75” 
WB: 11.75”

Diane Desiderio 
Pro Model
7” x 26.75”
WB: 11.75”

King Plates
nose/tail 

skids

Crown Jewel 
Wheels
55mm/98A

Heavy Duty Padded Gear Bag
Custom Made In USA

Med 36” x 9” x 8”
Lrg 39 x 11 x 9

X-Lrg 44” x 14” x 12”

Carbon Fiber Flex
Ultimate Axe Series
Bullet-Nose Models

Carbon Fiber Flex
Ultimate Axe Series
Original-Nose Models

AXE II
8.625” x 32.5”

WB: 20.75/21.75” Bullet-Nose

Original-Nose

Sk8Kings Skateboards was founded by 70's World Champion Richy Carrasco.  Together with a team of legendary skaters – Sk8Kings
has been supporting the scene from the ground up since 1998. Supplying the worldwide skateboard community from our USA
headquarters in Southern California -- our online store is a one stop resource for all your skateboarding needs.  We offer original
designs, custom completes and the best brand components & accessories available for all types of skateboarding including long-
boarding, slalom racing, street, freestyle tech, park & pool, long distance -- and more. For all the best 24/7 - visit our store at
sk8kings.com.  Join us on Facebook for news and special promos. 714-636-7308. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Skully  AXE 2.5
8.625” x 32.5”
WB: 20.625/

21.625”

AXE III
8.875” x 33.5"  

WB: 21.75/23.5”

Joe McLaren Pro
Model

8.625” x 32.5” 
WB: 21.25 / 22.25”

Blaster: Longboard/Ditch/LDP
9.375” x 41” Multi WB: 26” to 31.5”

SKANDAL
Modified  Randal Truck 

108mm

SKENNETT
Modified Bennett Truck 

101mm

Crown Jewel
Wheels
55mm/95A

Slasher Park
Wheels
60mm/98A

World Champion
Lynn Kramer Pro Model

AXE I
8.375” x 31”

WB: 18.625/19.625”

Carbon Fiber Construction
Concave/Kick Tail
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Strople Insurance Services/sk8insurance.com offers all types
of insurance coverage throughout the United States. We provide
a variety of coverages specifically tailored for the skateboard,
surfboard and snowboard industry. We primarily focus on man-
ufacturers, distributors and retailers. The coverages include
product, general and auto liability, property, worker compensa-
tion and home insurance, all offered in an exclusive national
program with extremely competitive pricing. We also bring more
than 35 years of industry and professional experience.

Skatera is proud to provide girls who skate with the
best boards available. We focus on performance
and offer American-made boards for all styles of
skating. Whether your discipline is carving,
ditches, downhill, parks or freeriding, we make
what you need to take your skateboarding to the
next level by offering a variety of shapes and Abec
11 wheels. To learn more about us, our boards and
our apparel line, please visit skatera.com.
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Deerman
of Dark Woods

Danforth
Ditch

All City
Sparrows

Pilot

Skull Skates is skateboarding... 33 years of ded-
ication. Team Skul 13 represents the technical
aspect of skating. Guest models are limited-edi-
tion hook-ups with legends. Transition series
are refined, functional and durable. Moon
Project longboards will take you further. In total,
18 new boards made in Canada in small
batches.  skullskates.com

sMoKiN mAd LoVe is setting revolu-
tionary longboard standards by
encompassing vertically laminated
hemp/bamboo decks with their new
cheese wedge angled risers, the
original pie-eyed rocker drop-thru
mounting system and squirrel-
friendly ground walnut grip.

Using water-based materials with
their six-board lineup, including two
freerides, a downhill, a cruiser, a
pool bruiser and a delinquent user,
they are sure to have something for
you to spark up your quiver. “Too
much? We think not – we are just
getting started!” Embrace greener
pastures with sMoKiN Mad LoVe,
and help them “Push Push Pass” to
legalize longboarding in 2011. 

Go custom at the shop, the Mid-
west’s first longboard lifestyle
storefront, with unmatched products
including Go-Be Dope Apparel, Betty
Shreds and TOP POP GRAPHICS
(“Why put them on the bottom? You
paid for it; you might as well look at
it.”) You’ll be sure to set the trend in
your area, unable to skate without
being stopped… to admire your
board. sMoKiN mAd LoVe home-
grown renegade longboards – get
one... and don’t pass up a chance to
be with the get fresh crew for 2011.
smokinmadlove.com

If you want to push less and glide farther like the winners
of the Adrenalina Skateboard Marathon, then try Skanunu
Bearing Cleaner & Lube. It will:

1) Clean your ABEC-rated, Swiss and ceramic bearing
sets with its tough degreasing formula.

2) Coat all the metal components with a non-corrosive
protective shield to polish and repel water and dirt
without harming the plastic, nylon or rubber compo-
nents typically found in bearing sets.

3) Leave behind a long-lasting, non-drying lubricant that
keeps the skater riding fast  - all in a 2-oz. bottle!

For more information please visit www.skanunu.com
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Every handcrafted SPORTING-SAIL is built for life using only
the highest-quality materials available. Fabric: military
grade, zero air porosity 1.15oz. nylon rip-stop. Webbing: re-
cycled polyester with ultra-bright reflective panels. Thread:
nylon bonded Tex 69. Total weight: 8oz. More material devel-
opments and designs to be revealed on the next Long Treks

on Skate Decks adventure. Get deployed today at sporting-sails.com.

Recent Long Distance Skateboarding Adventures:
Skateventure - Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia - 3,200km
Long Treks on Skate Decks – Morocco – 2,000 km
Surf2theSurf – North Carolina, U.S.A. – 800 km
The Big Wild – Banff, Alberta to Salmo, B.C. – 600 km
Apatalongo – Spain – 500 km

Sacred Heart
33”

WB: 18”

Cube Root 
39”

WB: 22”

Rising Sun
40”

WB: 30”

Tree House
47”

WB: 36.5”

Vstar
46”

WB: 37”

For 2011, Soul Ryde is changing
it up a bit. While still offering
the inlayed ply series, they have
discontinued their hardwood

series for the time being. They have been working on creating a more per-
formance- and technical-based hardwood deck that can hold up to the
demands of the variety of riders today. They will be offering a variety of
shapes and flexes, all with the traditional Soul Ryde look, just with a new
feel. Keep your eyes out in early '11 for the release of the new decks. Join
our mailing list at soulryde.com to stay up on the developments.

Big HeadLiferKid

S-One introduces three new helmets for 2011. The Kid helmet is a
smaller helmet for smaller skaters. The Lifer helmet is designed
to fit low on the dome and fits average-sized heads. The Big Head
helmet is for skaters with bigger noggins. These helmets are CPSC
Certified for skateboarding so you get the safest helmet possible.
For more information about S-One helmets, check out s-one.com.
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Rocket

Sunrise Skateboards was founded in 1996
as a D.I.Y. mail order for Hardcore and SxE
records. In 1998, the first Sunrise products
were launched. It all started with some
decks and shirts that got sold in local

skateparks. From 1998-2001, various decks and shirts had been produced,
but then the scene got smaller and smaller and I moved into a different area
– so Sunrise was gone… But as skateboarding was always present and an
important part of my life, we started many other projects (Concretewave
Skateshop and Season Distribution). In 2009, Sunrise was back and we re-
leased our new “Eifel” longboard wheels, a longboard pintail, bearings and
hardware. Now it’s 2011 and a lot of new stuff is coming very soon. So watch
out!!! Contact:  seasondistribution.com

Slide-A 62mm, 65mm
78A red, Slide-A (58D) white

Sliding

Road Rage 63mm, 66mm
78A red, 81A blue, 84A black

Slalom, sprinting

Smoker 70mm
81A  

Racing

Floaters 70mm, 77mm
78A red, 81A blue, 84A black

Freeriding

Superballs is best known for making the world’s best tech slide
wheels, the “Slide-A” formula, but will reveal the “Slide-B” for-
mula for freeriding this spring. It’s still in the works, but so far it
seems like a game changer just like the tech slide wheels were.
Superballs is constantly testing details of the formulas, cores and
shapes to improve each wheel for the use intended. There are a

million wheels out there that are just like a million other wheels. Superballs will be
improving wheel design to keep up with the changing demands of skateboarding.
We love skateboarding, and pursuing a better product is a very satisfying thing to do.
We won’t quit until we get it right, and even then, there probably will be a way to im-
prove it. Don’t be satisfied with the same old thing. earthwingskates.com

Robert August 4
9.375” x 36.125”

WB: 18”

Robert August II
9” x 43.75”

WB: 25.625”

Skull Stencil
8.875” x 32.875”

Classic
8.875” x 43.75”

WB: 25.625”

Surf One Skateboards blends more
than 34 years of skateboard manufac-
turing and a lifetime of surfing in
every one of our products. Look for
new products in 2011!  surf-one.com

At Street Swell we just can’t stop creating. The never-ending flow of ideas
just keeps on coming. While sipping one of our favorite Colorado IPAs the
idea of the Rocket was born: a board that won’t break the bank, rides like a
dream and shows off the handiwork of the best finishers in the business.
Equipped with Paris trucks, Seismic Avalon wheels and finished with a
classic cherry sunburst fade, the Rocket is sure to be a favorite in your
quiver. Check them out at streetswell.com.
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TimeShip Racing makes the highest-quality production
and custom slide gloves for racing and freeriding. The
top pros ride TimeShip! We are also the U.S. distributor
for Predator helmets, including the first-ever CPSC-
rated downhill helmet, the DH6. The Shiznit is for

light-duty freeriding; it’s reversible and has a Croc-Loc rear adjuster. Time-
Ship’s Skate School in Santa Fe, N.M. offers Race Camps, Certified Instructor
Programs and private lessons focused on the fundamentals and history of
Traditional Skateboarding. Call (505) 474-0074 or visit timeshipracing.com.

Brianne Gloves

Custom Race Gloves

Predator Helmets 
(Shiznit and DH6)

he original skateboard truck since 1975. Only Grade A
prime 356 aluminum is used in the sand-casting process.
You can count on Tracker’s legendary strength. Fastrack
150mm and 180mm: Downhill truck with different options
of cushions: double barrel; Tracker oversized cushions for
stability at high speed; regular Superball cushions for

quicker turns. Midtrack and FulTrack: 85mm, 106mm. Dart Series: 129mm,
139mm, 149mm, 161mm Bill Danforth model, 184mm, 219mm. The Dart
model is a predictable, stable truck you can trust. RTS and RTX Slalom
Offset: The Tracker adjustable-width offset RT-X and RT-S feature axles that
are longer, which allow you to adjust the track width from 88mm to 112mm.
Try a combination of different-size washers and spacers along with wheels
until you find the right setup for any hill. trackertrucks.com

Dart 219 Fastrack

Offset RTSBill Danforth Model 161mm

KP22 Knee and EP55 Elbow pads Slider Gloves

Triple Eight continues to be one of the
fastest-growing action sports companies
in the industry. Since 1995, Triple Eight has
been developing the best protective gear

for skate and snow sports. Professional athletes such as Anthony Furlong,
Neal Hendrix, Elliot Sloan, Adam Taylor, Team Earthwing and Mitchie Br-
usco choose Triple Eight for all of their protective gear needs. In addition to
its industry-leading Brainsaver helmet with Sweatsaver liner, KP22 knee
pads and Slider longboard gloves, Triple Eight has now introduced the Ex-
oSkin Knee and ExoSkin Elbow pads, which utilize 8-link™ technology and
Kevlar for maximum padding, abrasion and tear resistance.  triple8.com

Brainsaver Rasta Yellow 
with Sweatsaver

Dipped Free Riders
Brainsaver Royal Blue 

with Sweatsaver
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Knee Pads
Force 3 Old School

Evolution Art Design

Kraken Art Design
David Flores Sketch Face

Nipper Mini Art Design
Panda

The 2011 TSG skate line features high-
quality helmets and pads designed by
riders for riders. Our new Nipper helmet
is the first in-mold half-shell skate

helmet for toddlers with a secure fit that doesn’t need any additional sizing
dial. Weight: 6.8 oz. CPSC approved. The Kraken is the first-ever helmet with
a flexible interior to adapt to any head shape for great wearing comfort and
better protection. We refined the design and can now offer extra flexibility
and a lower weight. Our Evolution helmet comes in almost 50 different
colors and designs. The Force III kneepad is strong and comfortable with an
ergonomic pre-shaped design, multi-layered memory foam, slip-free fit and
a replaceable cap. ridetsg.com

Tunnel Comp
9.25” x 38” 
WB: 27.25”

Marshall Coben
7.5” x 26”

WB: 14.25”

Baldy Pipeline
8.5” x 31.5” WB: 17”

7-Ply Maple

’70s Retro Deck
8” x 28” 

WB: 14.75”

Tarantula STR 
Speed Through Research – Racing Urethane

76A Yellow/Green Swirl & 78A Yellow/Orange Swirl

Tunnel Tarantula Wheels
US Made

70mm x 52mm, offset
75A Translucent Blue

77A Black
78A Translucent Red

80A Red

Zak Maytum started making Venom bushings
in his parents’ garage because he wanted
gear that worked well for his riding and no-

body else was making it. Over the last couple of years the Venom lineup
has expanded to include race wheels, slide wheels, bolt-on kicktails for
downhill boards and way too many varieties of bushings, all of it designed
to make skateboarding more fun. This year we plan to continue having our
ads rejected by Concrete Wave for their inappropriately adult content and
increase our malt liquor intake by 59%. venombushings.com

Sidewinder
71mm/80A

Street Snake
61mm/80A

Cannibals

Sicktail

Bushings

Tunnel Funnel Wheels
77 x 52mm, offset, U.S.-made

75A Translucent Blue
78A Translucent Red

Funnel STR – Speed Through
Research – Racing Urethane

76A Yellow/Green Swirl
78A Yellow/Orange Swirl

“Once you ride a Tunnel wheel, you won’t ride any other!” said
an old Tunnel ad. And once again, skaters around the world
are riding Tunnel’s innovative, high-performance Tunnel
wheels and decks. We offer the world’s best skateboard prod-

ucts, including our line of wheels – Tunnel Rocks, Tarantulas, Funnels, Gel-E-Fish and Park Killers – and our
decks – Marshall Coben, ‘70s Retro, Baldy Pipeline, Comp and Old School longboard. Keep an eye out for new
products including our Tunnel sliding wheels in 2011. Tunnel Rocks! tunnelskateboards.com

Tunnel Rocks Wheels
63mm x 50mm, sideset, US-made
75A Translucent Blue
77A Black
78A Translucent Red
82A Amber
90A Red
95A Blue

Rocks STR – 
Speed Through Research – 
Racing Urethane
76A Yellow/Green Swirl
78A Yellow/Orange Swirl

Tunnel Rocks 
Park Killers

57mm

Gel-E-Fish 
Cruiser Wheels

57mm, U.S.-made
78A Blue

Old School” x
9.5” x 38:
WB: 23”

T
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After a 30 year hiatus, X-caliber
trucks are back. The new
trucks feature extra-strong
cro-moly axles and kingpins,
50º turning geometry, and an
integrated kingpin nut in the
baseplate. Available from 
fullcircledistribution.com

Made in England, CNC’d slalom and LDP trucks with
some clever features... Left- and Right-hand threaded
axles, with built-in speed rings so your bearings run
on totally smooth shafts. Front trucks have spherical
bearing to eliminate slop, which are scalloped to allow
for the use of fixed grade 8 kingpins. New Virage “Vite”
front truck is Bennett compatible. All Virage trucks
are designed to run flat, eliminating angled risers, for
a sharp, immediate turn action. The smoothest-
turning trucks imaginable. octanesport.com
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WEBRESOuRCES
AXS GEAR DIRECTORY PROJECT
If you own a skate shop or a longboard company, you should consider registering with AXSGear.com. It’s the de facto directory of
skate shops and longboard manufacturers in North America and growing. Your skate shop listing is absolutely free but can be up-
graded to a VIP premier listing should you wish. The AXS (pronounced Access) Gear Directory Project aims to be the largest, most
comprehensive human-edited Longboard and Skate Shop directory on the Web. Local Shop Reviews to real-world skater opinions.
We have set up AXS to be constructed and maintained by a vast, global community of skate companies and longboard volunteer
editors. Contact skater@axsgear.com to contribute to the AXS Global Longboard Project. You can make a difference within the
longboard community. axsgear.com

BEAST COAST LONGBOARDING
Beast Coast Longboarding has been working to grow the longboarding scene and get people skating on the East Coast since July 2009.
This year we are partnering with the DownHillBillies to help bring the community further together. Check out the site for info on local
events near you. beastcoastlongboarding.com

COAST LONGBOARDING
Eleven years of Coast Longboarding. Breaking aero helmets. Outlaw races & risking it all. Barefoot mountain runs. Slide or die &
erasing wheels. Drafting logging trucks. Hitting dead deer & kept skating. Plane tickets 4 bigger hills. Broken collarbones etc. Road
rash & smashed-out teeth. Longboarding hockey nights & fights out skating. Fat security guards. Pissing in the Loco Express. Teu-
tonia rules. Brazil forever. Crashing. Burning. Bleeding. Skitching night buses. Downtown drunken parade slashings. Hill killing pot
hole highway slams. Attack of Danger Bay 3. Hicks with Sticks bloodbath. Lots of road trips & gangster chicken with 5 ton trucks 4
kicks. Many world champion racers longboarding. Jail. Mexico. International police chases. Bombin' hills faster than 100km/h.
Playing train track roulette. coastlongboarding.com

GREENSKATE.ORG
Greenskate.org celebrates and encourages the low impact of longboard skateboards on our environment as a form of effective trans-
portation. Be a part of our movement. We are looking for volunteers to organize Greenskates in cities around the world from April
15-24,2011. If you are interested in organizing a GreenSkate event please contact greenskateplanet@gmail.com for more informa-
tion or visit greenskate.org

IGSA
The International Gravity Sports Association (IGSA) is the world sanctioning body of Downhill Skateboarding.  In all, more than 1100 com-
petitors from 30 countries raced in 2010 IGSA sanctioned events.  The IGSA promotes organized downhill racing events on closed roads
with safety in mind. igsaworldcup.com

PUSH CULTURE NEWS
Push Culture News is on the scene bringing you industry updates and event coverage from around the globe. The aim is to encourage
the growth of longboarding by working with the riders and industry leaders to unify the community. Also, to show you how to get involved
in your local scene, as well as offering a platform to share your skating world. It’s about enjoying the ride: Commuting, Downhill, LDP,
Sliding, Dancing, Cruising, Hard Wheels, Soft Wheels, East Coast, West Coast, whatever – it’s all Push Culture News. Stay up to date
so we can keep you informed. pushculture.com

SILVERFISH LONGBOARDING
Silverfish Longboarding.com is an open community of skateboarding fanatics around the globe.Founded at the turn of the Century (that
has a ring to it, don't it?), the site has evolved from a small group of core longskaters on a bulletin board served by a 386 server to a
place where brand new skaters and pros rub elbows without ego or fanfare. Over 65,000 registered members and averaging more than
30,000 unique visitors per day, "the 'Fish" has become the busiest skateboarding-related website on the internet. Check out the mas-
sive product review database, huge galleries, killer limited-edition product releases and video archives, then Go Skate!

SKATE HOUSE MEDIA
A year has passed and Skate House Media is still at it, bringing you daily updates on the constantly progressing downhill scene. It’s all
about the skateboarding and the characters involved! Rowdy pack runs, learning curve, rider interviews and shenanigans are only
some of the things you’ll see on the site. It all boils down to one thing, though: a PASSION FOR SKATEBOARDING. skatehousemedia.com

SKATE[SLATE]
Skate[Slate] Longboarding Magazine is a new magazine focused exclusively on the world of longboarding. Published four times a year,
Longboarding Magazine highlights the most progressive areas and tells it like it is, direct from the riders and manufacturers pushing
the boundaries of the sport. To subscribe, and to stay current between issues, you can check all the latest news, events and Skate[Slate]
original videos on skateslate.com.

SKULL AND BONES
Skullandbonesskateboards.com was created in 2001 and has grown into one of the largest skateboard communities on the Net. While
the site was initially focused on collecting and skateboard history, it has grown to encompass all facets of skateboarding disciplines,
equipment and all aspects of skateboard subcultures – we talk a lot about skateboarding when we’re not out there skating. The latest
industry news, hot discussions, the hottest skateboard collections, an abundance of skate luminaries, eBay auction announcements,
buying, selling, trading, rad pics and video – it’s all here at S&B. skullandbonesskateboards.com/forums/

UNKLE.CA • A DOWNHILL SKATE WEBZINE
Based out of Vancouver, British Columbia, UNKLE hosts, promotes and documents events and new talent in the Pacific Northwest.
UNKLE is home to longboard events such as the Gold Rush Challenge, the Kelowna DH @ Skylands and King of the Forest. There will
be a few new events to be announced on the site in the coming days. This season the site will be adding an event calendar and event 
registration. lee@unkle.ca
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NAME_______________________________________________________

ADDRESS_____________________________________________________

CITY/STATE____________________________________________________

ZIP_________________________________________________________

1. Send a check or international money order made payable to Concrete Wave.
Mail to: The Indaba Group Attn: CW Subs PO Box 1895 Carlsbad, CA 92018. 

2. Call Concrete Wave 905-738-0804 with your credit card

3. Pay Pal mbrooke@interlog.com

USA SUBSCRIBERS RETURN THIS CARD TO:
THE INDABA GROUP – ATTN: CW Subscriptions
PO Box 1895 Carlsbad, CA 92018. 

ONE YEAR SUB $26 US         
CHECK IF GIFT           

$26 for one year (6 issues) 

CANADIAN ORDERS
$26 CDN for 1 year 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
$44 US for 1 year

Send to Concrete Wave
1136 - 3 Center Street
Suite 293
Thornhill, ONTARIO
L4J 3M8 

IMPORTANT: 
please make

check payable to
Concrete Wave

THREE WAYS
TO SUBSCRIBE:

2 0 1 1  S K A T E  S H O P  D I R E C T O R Y

PORTLAND, OREGON 

Boardshop Australia is a
“skaters' skateboard
company” specializing in
longboard, old school,
pool and slalom skate-
boards. Street skaters

will also find the largest selection of hardgoods in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. We remain committed to supporting quality, lesser-known and
hard-to-find brands because we remember when the entire industry was
DIY  - respect for that. So, if you or someone you know has a new or existing
product line, or even just an idea you think we might be interested in, by all
means contact us. Boardshop Australia  - 1/10 Ereton Drive  - Arundel, QLD
4214 Australia. Phone: 1300-STOKED. E-mail: sales@boardshop.com.au

In 2004, I asked Michael Brooke if it would be
OK with him that I use the name Concrete-
wave for my new skateshop. The name was
perfect because I wanted to run a skateshop
where people can get everything, not only
street decks and shoes. In the beginning it
was just a Webshop, but in 2005, we opened
the store in Cologne, which now offers the

biggest old-school and longboard selection in Europe. 90% of our products
are hardware; some shirts as well as accessories represent the rest. Having
my own skate shop had always been a dream – Concretewave made this
dream finally become reality. concretewave.de

Daddies Board Shop keeps at it

year over year since 1995. Earth’s

largest longboard store is stoked

up for 2011, offering you the huge

selection, fast shipping and excel-

lent customer service you expect

from the family. We don’t want all

your money…just a little! Retail

Store: 7126 NE Sandy Blvd. Port-

land, OR 97213 Call toll-free: (888)

779-7062. daddiesboardshop.com
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The longboard source in Austria!
Founded in 2009 by the chairman of 
gravitysportsaustria.org, 2009 Gravity
Bike World Cup Series winner, street
luge and longboard enthusiast Alexander
“Tikialex” Frischauf. Wide range of
brands/products for longboarding, street
luge and classic luge. Street luge and

classic luge workshops and longboard testing days on closed tracks. We also can
come to your event, freeride or race with our Test Board Center (around 20 boards
– longboard and luge). Stocker and MM Street luge exclusively at our shop. Tiki-
Boards classic luge pro model – Dr. Michael “The Flying Dentist” Serek – to be
released spring 2011! EU-wide shipping! longboardalm.at

Easy Rider specializes in skateboards, long-
boards, snowboards, SUP, wakeboards and all
the clothing and accessories to help. We have
the biggest longboard selection in Alberta. We
are the first and only stop required for all your
longboard needs. Our main focus is still “having
fun doing something different.” Warren and all

of the staff actively participate in all of the sports we sell, so we actually
know what we are talking about when you come in. If you have been into the
shop before: Thank You! If not, stop in and say hi already! theeasyrider.com

Founded in 2003, Mile High Skates
is home of the Hybrid Truck,
Ready-To-Rip Completes and their
famous ABEC-7 bearings. Mile
High Skates offers the finest
brands available including Abec 11,
Ace, Bones, Comet, Earthwing,
Fireball, Gravity, Independent,

Khiro, Orangatang, Randal, Sector 9, Venom and more. Based in Colorado,
we have some of the country’s finest terrain at our disposal for product
testing. We may not sell you your first board, but we’ll definitely sell you your
best board. milehighskates.com

Maui and Sons Surf & Skate
Shop is located on the Venice
Boardwalk in sunny SoCal. The
new Venice Skate Plaza is di-
rectly in front of our shop. We
sell all Maui & Sons gear, and
we have one of the largest se-
lections of street skate decks
(Anti Hero, Deathwish, Girl,
Chocolate, Powell-Peralta and
more). We also have over 100
trucks (street and longboard)
in stock at all times. We are
more than a street skaters’
shop, though; we cater to the
longboarding community, with
brands such as Honey, Bustin,
Landyachtz, Never Summer,
Original, Tunnel, Freebord and
more. We are open seven days
a week from 9 a.m. to sunset,
and we rent and have lessons
for both surf and skate-
boarding. We ship worldwide!
mauiandsons.com
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Motion Boardshop (a.k.a. MOBO) put
their stamp on the world of longboarding
by informing skaters on the latest prod-
ucts available with their massive

selection of videos on their YouTube channel. Through tutorial videos and live chat,
you can interact with other boarders and have the MOBO experts at your disposal
to help with your decision making. When you add free same-day shipping, huge
selection, price matching and an actual shop full of people who race and shred
themselves to answer your most technical questions, it’s easy to see why Motion
Boardshop was voted #1 Skate Shop. 8316 Aurora Avenue North, Seattle, WA
98103. (206) 372-5268. motionboardshop.com

Royal Board Shop opened its doors in 2008
and from day one has been a part of Calgary’s
longboarding community. In 2009 we extended
that to the world by making the decision to sell
online. Being a part of the community is
what’s most important to Royal, and that’s why
we sponsor local and Western Canadian long-

boarding events. From April to October we have a free Wednesday night
longboarding clinic that focuses on the safety of longboarding. Thanks to our
team riders, that clinic has been instrumental in building a strong community.
Look for big things to come from Royal Board Shop in 2011. royalboardshop.com

Pipeline Surf has been committed to
the growth of longboarding in Canada
for more than 10 years. Our expert
staff is always looking for new and
unique products that set us apart from
our competition. With all the latest
from Loaded, Landyachtz, Rayne and

more, we are sure to have your dream ride in stock. All of our decks are set
up custom so you can get your board just the way you want it. pipelinesurf.ca

Skunk Farts
78mm/75A

Rollin’ since ‘93, Purple Skunk continues to take
great pride in our skate knowledge and personal
customer service. Located in the City by the Bay.
Roll on in and take a test ride from our demo rack
or come drool over the wide selection of boards,

wheels and trucks to customize your ride. Our goal is to create the soulest ride
for you, on location or on the Web.
Check out Purple Skunk’s first signature brand wheel – a smoky purple swirl
in clear urethane. Soft formula, excellent multi-purpose cruiser wheel on all
terrains. Available in 62 mm/78A. Using the signature color purple, the Skunk
has collaborated with Ladera Skateboards to release the SkunkFarts and
Skunk City deck. The Farts guarantee you a smooth cruise at 70 mm/75A. The
Skunk City shape was designed exclusively for hitting the bowls, parks or
streets. The deck measures 31.5” x 10” with a wheelbase of 18”. Artwork by
local artist and skater Kip Westerfield. Gas up @ purpleskunk.com!

Smoke Wheels
62mm/78A
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Located in the Heart of Skateboarding, Southern
California. We have been focusing on core skate-
board gear since our inception in 2002. Whether
you are a street skater, pool skater, longboarder or

all of the above, we have you covered. So many skate shops these days just
focus on one discipline of skateboarding. We focus on the three core disciplines
of skateboarding. Check us out online at socalskateshop.com or visit our re-
tail store in Mission Viejo, California. Stock is constantly replenished, and we
are always bringing in the latest products. With our staff’s combined skate-
boarding experience of 80+ years, we are here for you! socalskateshop.com

Stoked Skateboards offers the absolute highest level of customer
satisfaction and service that incorporates highly customizable
skateboards and skateboard-related products. This dedication is
through the unrelenting and innovating effort to ensure that each
and every customer receives precisely what they need in order to
be stoked on a skateboard. We pull from several informational
sources as well as from our team in the field all over the world to
get your questions answered quickly and precisely. When our cus-
tomers place an order, they know they are getting exactly what
they want. Check us out at stokedskateboards.com.

Speed-dealer Distribution is a skater-owned and operated skateboard-spe-
cific distribution company based in Calgary, Canada. The products we
distribute are also available via our retail arm, speed-dealer.ca – in addition to
a number of other brands. The Speed Shop is the home of our custom house,
which produces our race-ready Bennett Vector Pro Slalom Truks. At Speed-
dealer, our credo is: If we don’t rock it, we don’t stock it! speed-dealer.ca

StrangeHouse 
Manta Ray 2 Mini

9” x 34”
WB: 15.75”

StrangeHouse 
Manta Ray 2 
9.75” x 38”
WB: 18.75”

StrangeHouse Spoon
Nose 

10.5” x 32”
WB: 15.75”

StrangeHouse
6-Wheeler
12” x 32”

WB: 16.75”

StrangeHouse was founded in 2003. Our
goal was to create an online company
with a proper live inventory and a pas-
sion for up-front, personal customer
service. Our passion for skateboarding
has led us to carry the most extensive,
unique lineup of products available in

the industry. As the years passed, more great companies with the same
goals have emerged and set a strong foundation for the future of skate-
boarding. We are proud to be a part of this online community and to share
space on these pages. StrangeHouse is skater owned/operated. Visit
strange-house.net or call Frank at (703) 869-2499.
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Tailtap.com and its staff have proudly served the
skateboard industry since 1985. Skateboarding is
our life. We breathe it, we live it. We enjoy all types of
skateboarding. From fun-style carving to bombing
hills at 60 mph, we know that skateboarding is not a
one size fits all. Our friendly, knowledgeable staff is

always available to help answer questions or make suggestions on what might
be the best setup for you. From beginners to skate veterans, from minis to long-
boards, tailtap.com is the source for your skateboarding needs. Alva, Tunnel,
Paris, Sims, Metro Wheels, G&S, Z-Flex, Jay Adams 100%, Pool King, Dogtown
and Buddy Carr Skateboards are a few of the brands you’ll find at tailtap.com.
*Mention this code – CWBG11 – and receive a free gift with your next order.

Here at Switchback Longboards we like Mike
Benda and skateboarding; our love of them
comes first when choosing new products to
carry. Looking at our wide selection of brands

and products, you know it’s all we can think about. If you’ve ever talked with us,
you’ve probably noticed that all this thinking has cut into our social skills – but
we make up for it by being polite Canadians, eh! Just ask Michael “Netural-
Country” Oury. We stay alive through the support of all you great people out there;
whether you’re a loyal fan or just find us mildly amusing online, it’s you that keeps
us inspired through your comments on Facebook and that Twitter thing. Thanks
to you folks we’re as happy as a giant peach in the Summerland sun, and we love
you! switchbacklongboards.com

Founded in 2004, Warehouse Skate-
boards is an online warehouse of all
the gear skaters need from the most
innovative grassroots skate companies
and the top brands. For skaters who

know exactly what they want, Warehouse Skateboards is the easiest way to get
it. From the latest skateboard decks and wheels to the coolest threads, Ware-
house Skateboards carries everything you need all in one place. With a wide
selection from so many brands, assembling the perfect board for your skating
style is simple. Just pick your parts, and we’ll assemble your board and send it
right to your door. Visit warehouseskateboards.com today!

Here at Woody's Halfpipe we support all kinds of
skateboarding. It doesn't matter if you fly down hills,
a rail or a massive halfpipe; whatever you need, we
have it! Not only do we have leading brands, but we
also carry hard-to-find brands that you won't see
anywhere else. As a local shop we also strive to push
the grassroots skate movement by offering skate
clinics and contests such as the Georgia Bowlriders!
When online or in Georgia, come check us out!
woodyshalfpipe.com
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Favorite three setups currently:
• GMR Drop Thru, 174mm Ronin 17-4s -

Seismic 76mm Hot Spots 80A/77A,
Seismic Tekton bearings.

• GMR Mini Deck, 149mm Tracker Darts,
Seismic 69mm Hot Spots 77A, Seismic
Tekton bearings.

• Landyachtz Mummy (V-lam!), Randal R2
180s, Seismic 76mm Hot Spots 77A,
Seismic Tekton bearings. The Mummy was
my first-ever longboard.

Best advice for beginners who are new to
speedboarding:
The best thing that beginners can do is to be
SAFE! You won’t get from beginner to pro if
you’re sitting at home paralyzed in a wheel-
chair, and that’s if you’re lucky! Don’t be an
idiot! Your life is the most valuable thing you
have. Get real and accept that the risks you
take can be managed and controlled with the
right knowledge. Ask someone if there is a
safer way to do something if you’re not sure.

MISCHO ERBAN
2009 IGSA WORLD 
CUP SERIES CHAMPION 
& WORLD SPEED RECORD HOLDER
Years riding: 8.
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Favorite three setups currently:
• My custom distance-racing board

from Rayne. It’s set up with some
fancy prototype formula 4Prez
wheels from Otang. I also use a set of
trimmed (166mm) Tracker Fastracks
that a close friend swapped with a
fancy aluminum axle. They have thus
far held up to nearly 5000 km, in-
cluding the Andes. My bearings are
10mm ceramic Bears.

• For downhill and freeride I use my
Killswitch. It’s set up with 4Prez for
racing or 86A Stimulus wheels.
Whatever trucks I can find go on this
thing; currently I am borrowing
some Savant trucks to try them out.
Sector 9 black-ball ceramics. Yes, I
got this board from the ROGUE race.

• My freestyle board is essentially a
double-nose Pug with a touch longer
wheelbase. I use Randal 42-degree
180mm trucks and some Otang Fat
Frees. Rusty bearings for the win.

Best advice for beginners who are new
to long distance:
Build a strong foundation. You want
strong technique, and you want to get
some high mileage week to week. But
build your mileage progressively (add
12% per week and take a low mileage
week once a month). If you are looking
at getting into long touring trips on your
board, you’d be best to start with a few
smaller trips. Think of it as a mental
foundation. If you jump into a huge trip

too early, your head will be filled with
doubts that you won’t have if you start
with a few smaller trips. I recommend
doing one day-long trip, at least one
trip lasting 24 to 48 hours and one
week-long trip before tackling anything
lasting over a few weeks.

Best advice for intermediates who
want to improve:
Most skaters who find themselves fitting into
the intermediate category for distance racing
tend to be naturally strong pushers and avid
skaters. These people would benefit most
from taking a pragmatic approach to their
training. Start researching how endurance
athletes train for races in other sports. Lastly
a great tip for those who don’t ride hills
often...learn how to downhill. And I mean
learn how to ride fast over technical terrain.

Best advice for experts who want to
take things up a notch:
This one is tricky...it depends on the in-
dividual. Since this advice is for people
like me, I’ll point out my biggest failure
in my training: overtraining, or ramping
up for a race too quickly. To prevent
breakdown you should do lots of gentle
stretches and flexibility exercises (after
skating and during the day). And do
strength exercises to fix imbalances
and to strengthen stabilizers. And
never train more than your body wants
to. Listen to aches and pains, sleep,
and save your energy for your hardest
workouts.

PAUL KENT
LONG-DISTANCE CHAMP
Years riding: 8,5.

Best advice for intermediates who
want to improve:
Improving your skills takes time.
The best way to learn is to under-
stand what you want to accomplish
and how to do it. Educate yourself
on what it takes to get better. Do
you need to work out more? Is it
simply a matter of going through a
different motion? Is there some-
thing you are missing in your
understanding of what you are
doing? Analyze the problem and at-
tack it! It’s all a matter of learning
and gaining experience.

Best advice for experts who want
to take things up a notch:
Probably the number one piece of
advice to experts is to do everything
calmly. Never rush or do something
in a hurry. Think about everything
that you can foresee happening, and
remember to check everything
twice. Whether it’s gear before a
race (nuts tight, helmet strapped,
leathers zipped, etc.) or pushing
your limits (backup plan, first aid,
exit strategy, etc.), you are now
pushing the limits of what is pos-
sible! Risk has just jumped to an
all-time high and the last thing you
need to do is to jump into some-
thing blind.

How was the World Speed Record
arranged?
I wanted to go fast by any means
possible at that point last year. My
setup was more dialed in than ever,
the Ronin trucks were super stable,
and I wanted to push my limits again.
I told Dan at Seismic that I wanted to
go fast, and he wanted to learn some
stuff about optimizing wheel param-
eters. I had never ridden Seismic
wheels at crazy speeds, and we also
had new bearings to try out. Dan
helped set a plan in motion to or-
ganize enough help to do things
officially with a super-accurate Tag
Heuer speed trap.

How did you mentally prepare?
I was mentally prepared in the
sense that I believed in my gear.
That is number one: self-confi-
dence. No matter how stubborn you

are and think you can do something,
your gear and equipment need to be
ready to handle everything! Last
summer I went through a big
learning curve in getting to know
how my new setup behaved to-
gether. Prior to leaving for the speed
test at the end of September, Fred
[Baumann] and I had just put to-
gether a longer GMR Drop Thru with
a refined support pin system for the
Ronin trucks that made the board
handle like a dream! Even the
Seismic 76mm Hot Spots received a
small tweak to boost confidence.

What precautions were taken?
The road has some hazards that
require spotters to make sure you
don’t meet a car when bombing
down the hill at 80 mph. Stuff
comes at you fast, and it’s better
safe than sorry! Plus the one thing
you want when pushing the limit is
to eliminate as many ways as pos-
sible for something to go wrong.
Even with plenty of spotters, to-
ward the end I needed more
confidence that I could pull my line
without worrying about cars, so we
stopped them for the last few runs.
Peace of mind let me focus my
thoughts and energy.

How does it feel to break 80 mph?
The feeling is one of the best in the
world! It’s a surreal feeling of such
incredibly raw power driving you
down the asphalt a few inches
above the ground, in control and
outside of the car eggshell we are
so used to. And the whole time you
are working hard for it. No motor.
No cheating! I can’t get enough of
the unobstructed view we have in
our sport and the fact that we can
achieve so much with so little. Just
you and a skateboard... who would
have thought?

What are your future plans?
I’m not sure “exactly” but things are
in the works to go fast again! I
would love to dive into the 200 km/h
(124 mph) range before I throw in
the towel! You can rest easy, I won’t
show up beside you on the start-
line after that point!
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Current setup:
• Deck: Earthwing Jessica Corchia

model. To accommodate Randal trucks,
I re-drilled the deck, moving the front
and rear trucks/baseplates ½” toward
the front and rear of the deck.

• Trucks:As mentioned, I’m using Randal 150s.
• Wheels: I really like the Abec 11 70mm

ZigZags.
This is my everyday setup. I can and have
used this very setup for long-distance riding,
parks, slalom and downhill. Things do
change, however, when I want to do more
technical slides! Then I want a deck long
enough to accommodate a slightly wider
than shoulder-width stance. For me, that is
about 36”. For technical slides, the deck
needs a kick at the nose and tail! I don’t like
to have to move my feet much while
sliding/riding. The Brazilians, especially the
“CURVA DE HILL” riders, like traditional
short boards with rock-hard wheels. These
decks have straight rails and are designed
to flip, spin and fly with the best skaters!

For all riders:
Learn hand signals and voice communica-
tion to be used for safety when riding with
others! One or two hands in the air means
stop. One arm waving or windmilling to a
rider means go. Once the rider goes, keep
watching the spotter to see if the signal has
changed! Keep voice communication simple!
Never say “Go!” – it rhymes with “no!”

If a car is in front of the rider, say to the
other riders in the group, “Car up!” This
refers to the car’s direction of travel. If the
car approaches from the rear, then say,
“Car back!” or “Car down!”

Best advice to beginner sliders:
• Use your safety equipment! Gloves,

helmet, pads and good shoes!
• Then find a coach — someone who

can see what you need to
improve/correct regarding sliding
technique. View video footage and
study the riders’ techniques.

• Don’t go to fast too soon! Find a mellow
place to learn. It is more difficult to learn
on the flat, but it is much safer. After a
rider gets the basics, he/she can then
progress to steeper slopes.

Best advice to intermediates:
Toeside slides often throw riders to their
backs in a fall. Always wear a helmet!

If the intermediate skaters wish to race,
then practice both right and left turns! Find
right and left corners and have a spotter.
Then slide them over and over and over!
Repetition is the key. DON’T EVER SLIDE
THROUGH A BLIND CORNER WITHOUT A
SPOTTER!

Best advice to the experts:
• The best equipment is essential!
• Get in shape.
• Practice more than you think you

need to.
• Don’t worry about the competition!

Always approach events trying to be
the best you have ever been. If you do
this and are an expert, you will prob-
ably podium. If, on the other hand,
you do your best ever and don’t
podium, be happy with your result —
it’s your best ever! Then go shake the
hand/hands of those who beat you.

Favorite two setups currently:
• Sergio Yuppie pro model Gravity 33” and hard wheels,
• Kalai 41” freeride [with] soft wheels, Curva de Hill slalom.

Best advice for beginners who are new to sliding:
Try first short board with hard wheels like 97A/98A/99A. Use all
safety gear: helmet, knee pads and gloves.

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve:
Go skate every day and [watch] videos on YouTube.

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a notch:
I think some skaters [who] have less than five years riding and
think [they] know everything need more respect for the hill. And
let’s try new things, not just standup slides on soft wheels. In my
opinion I respect skaters [who know how to] kick the tail – and
downhill for me is not fashion — it is roots.

I do not remember when I first started skating. My father said that was
when I was 2 years old. He gave me my first skateboard.

Favorite three setups currently:
• My shortboard: Landyachtz prototype 33”, with my Abec 11 Fer-

nando Yuppie PowerSlides 99A 62mm hard wheels! 
• Freeride setup and soft wheels: Landyachtz topmount with Bear

trucks and Abec 11 Freeride 81A. 
• And my slalom board just for fun...

Best advice for beginners who are new to sliding:
Use helmets and safety gear all the time! Stay in school and skate
every day, looking at videos to help to learn many slides!! Skate all day
and all the time!

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve:
Skate every day, all day, all the time. Skateboarding is my life is my job is
my love! Slide safely and keep checking videos and skate with your friends!

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a notch:
Skate and destroy!!!!

SERGIO
YUPPIE
SLIDER
Years riding: 25.

FERNANDO
YUPPIE
SLIDER
Years riding: 15.

CLIFF COLEMAN
DOWNHILL SLIDE PIONEER
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Favorite three setups currently:
• Freestyle: The Spaniard freestyle deck from Sk8Kings, Krux

trucks, Oust Bearings, Sk8Kings black wheels.
• Street: The Spaniard street deck, Fury trucks, Oust Bearings.
• Slalom: AXE II carbon fiber slalom deck (32.5” x 8.625”),

Tracker 106mm and Seismic wheels.

Best advice for beginners who are new to freestyling:
The skateboarding world is too big to be stuck in one kind of
skating. The real freedom comes when you can mix something
that people have separated. I started skating street and mini
ramp for over a year and a half before I started combining it
with freestyle. True, freestyle is super fun, [but] I just can’t
skate one way.

I’d say go skate and have fun just rolling – getting the feeling of
the skateboard. Watch lots of old-school skate videos. Those
videos will teach you how much of a lifestyle skateboarding is. You
need to cultivate love for your skateboard and realize that if you
skate for the right reasons, skateboarding will be a huge part of
your future. Everyone skates for different reasons. I skate for lots
of them, but the main one is for how creative it is.

Once you get that love for skateboarding, it’ll be easier to dedi-
cate enough time to improve fast. The better you get, the more fun
for you skateboarding will be.

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve?
It’s good to look up to great skaters to learn – “skaters” plural. If
you watch too much the same skater you’ll probably end up
copying him – which takes to nothing coz at the end of the picture
you’ll see yourself as an impersonator more than you expressing
yourself. You can get what you consider useful from their skating
“style, tricks...” and apply it to “your skating.”

Take an overlook and see how your skating is. Get a notebook and
write down the tricks you’d like to do in the future. If you see
yourself doing it in your mind, you’ll probably be able to do it –
whatever time it takes. I think that focusing on what tricks and
what style you wanna see in yourself years ahead is important to
set yourself your own way – which can change with the time. But
it’s good to have one set. As the wise Richy Carrasco told me, you
gotta see how much you’ve improved from one year to another.
Then you’ll probably see clearly how fast you’ve improved if you
are really putting passion into it. If you care too much about spon-
sors, you’ll forget why you started skating. To make a living doing
what you love is amazing. But if you don’t love it, it’ll be just like a
regular job.

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a notch?
You gotta skate different. If you wanna be different you need to
forget about limits. Forget about being part of a group of people
skating one way and set your own. Be influenced by the best
ones as a help to develop what you’ve created. Stay clean and
set an example for the younger ones.

KILIAN MARTIN
FREESTYLER
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Favorite three setups currently:
• Freeriding:  Kebbek BD 

Switchback with my own cocktail-
kicktails added, Sector 9 69mm
wheels, Venom radioactive
YELLOW banana bushings, 6 me-
chanic bolts (these make you
faster), Randal 180 with 42° base-
plates. (However, I’m waiting on
Mercado for my new pair of Gull-
wing Chargers to make it a
psychedelically crazy setup.)

• Pig: Skaterbuilt 12” pig (the Santa
Fe Skate School edition), Abec 11
NoSkoolZ wheels, Indy 215s . All
that added to Joe Lehm’s safety
meetings and bowl riding classes!

• Chargin’: Kebbek Max Erwin,
Randal 180 with 50° baseplates,
Venom radioactive YELLOW ba-
nana bushings, Blue Kryptos

Best advice for beginners who are 
new to sliding:
Choose your wheels like a high-quality
AAA bloody Angus beef. Mount on your
trucks some triple S (SSS) wheels –
super slippery slidey wheels. Then go
out and GET SOME!

Best advice for intermediates who
want to improve:
• SWITCH your soft skin for cuts and

bruises
• SWITCH your neat wardrobe for

holes and rags
• RIDE SWITCH!

Best advice for experts who want to
take things up a notch:
GET SOME speed, hit a sketchy homemade
launch ramp, then pop-out a one-footy
frontside 180 early grab and stomp it!

Favorite three setups currently:
• Sk8Kings Axe 2.5 with Radikal trucks and Venom

bushings and wheels
• Sk8Kings Axe 3 with Radikal trucks and Venom

bushings and wheels
• 8.5” park board with Independent trucks, Venom

bushings and Sk8Kings 58mm wheels

Best advice for beginners who are new to slalom:
Start slow on easy hills and courses and always wear
your pads.

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve:
Find a good group of guys to skate with and to push you.

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a
notch: Keep practicing and always work on your form.
Try different wheel and bushing combos to make sure
your setup is perfect!

BEN DUBREUIL
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Years riding: 4.

JOE MCLAREN
SLALOM WORLD CHAMPION
Longmont, Colorado
Years riding: Slalom since 2002; park skating since 2000.
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Joe (right) battles Janis Kuzmins in the
Hybrid Slalom. Photo: Maria Carrasco
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Favorite three setups currently:
• Cruising: Earthwing Supercharger with Randal 180s and Superballs. 
• Going fast: EW Supermodel with Indys and Floaters. 
• And of course for sliding: EW Corchia with Indy 169s and Superballs.

Best advice for beginners who are new to sliding: 
Just go for it. As my teammate Brian says, “Go fast sideways.” Once you don’t
fear speed anymore it’s all gravy.

Best advice for intermediates looking to step things up:
I don’t use risers. I like my trucks loose; my board has cutouts for wheel wells.
I feel more stable the lower I am to the ground.

Advice for advanced sliders wanting to develop even further: There is always
more to do. Sliding is such a creative sport where you can do so many combos
of the same slide. It’s not just about powerslides and flat spins. I’m always
thinking in my head, “What if I try this?” or “Is that trick even possible?” Riding
with a crew always helps. Not only do you feed off each other’s crazy ideas, you
learn so much from each other. If it wasn’t for Team Earthwing, I wouldn’t be
where I am today.

JESSICA CORCHIA
SLIDER
Years riding: All my life, but I discovered I loved sliding about 10 years ago.

BRIAN BISHOP
LONGBOARD TRICKSTER

Favorite three setups currently:
• Original Apex 37, Randal 180s, Otang Stimulus 83A
• Original Hybrid 35, Original S6 150s (white springs), Abec 11 NoSkoolZ
• Original Apex 34, Original S6 150s (white springs), 3dm Cambrias

Best advice for beginners who are new to freestyle longboarding:
Don’t get discouraged! If you can’t land a trick the first few tries, don’t let it stop you. Keep at it but don’t
get caught in a rut of doing the same mistake over and over again. Try something different every time
and see what the board does under you. Work on nose/tail manuals, shuvits, powerslides and varieties
of the three. Skating with friends is also a big thing; they can help you figure out what you’re doing
wrong and also give you ideas for new tricks. Practice a lot but don’t forget to stop and have some fun.

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve:
Start filming, and watch your technique. Watching yourself skate is a big learning opportunity that a lot
of people don’t take advantage of. Also, once you get some footage together you can shoot it off to other
people/companies who can give you feedback on what to work on. 360 shuvits will set you free. Once you
learn how to pop off your board and get technical you can master pretty much anything you set your
mind (and feet) to. You’re also going to start turning some heads at the skatepark; be proud of it.

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a notch:
Old school 720 flips. Shuvit lateflips. Handstand slides. That type of stuff. Pick your brain for ways to im-
prove and innovate. You are the future of freestyle. Innovation and progression keep this sport going, and
your imagination is where it all starts. If you stomp a new trick, be stoked. But at the same time think
about how it could be better, more ridiculous. You’ve mastered the basics and now you need to integrate
YOURSELF into the tricks. Get creative; you never know what you will be able to pull off.
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KEVIN REIMER
A.K.A. K-RIMES
2010 IGSA WORLD CUP 
SERIES CHAMPION

Favorite three setups currently:
• Freeride Setup: Rayne Killswitch, Aera Trucks 180

mm/50˚, 78A Abec 11 Classic ZigZags
• Racing Set-up: Rayne Killswitch, Aera Trucks

186mm 46˚, new Special K pro model wheel
• Rayne Agent, Indy 169s, Abec 11 InvertZ Park Plus

Best advice for beginners who are new to freeriding: 
Watch videos and see how it’s done, THEN GO SKATE.
Learn to slow down safely!

Best advice for intermediates: 
GO SKATE and slide more than footbrake. Start doing
one less slide per run.

Best advice for experts: 
GO SKATE. PERIOD.
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Favorite three setups currently:
• Arbor Vügenhausen, Randal 42s,

Abec 11 Classic ZigZags, Venom
Elims (red bottom/yellow top) with
Biltin bearings

• Arbor Axis, Randal 50s, Abec 11
Classic ZigZags, red Venom cones
top and bottom with Biltin bearings

• Arbor street deck, Indys, Retro
61mm InvertZ 

Best advice for beginners who are
new to freeriding:
Always wear slide gloves. They open up

so many options and possibilities while
skating. It’s the only safety equipment
that not only helps you when you fall,
but helps you not to fall.

Best advice for intermediates who
want to improve? 
Always ride smart and progress your
skills in a safe environment. I have
seen so many skaters drop hills out of
their league. They go down with the
pack and wreck themselves. If you
don’t know how to Coleman slide and
pre-drift at top speed, learn it.

Best advice for experts who want to
take things up a notch?
To the skaters looking to take it up a
notch, find new and better hills! Always.
Nothing opens up sick freeriding like
baller hills. When you skate a hill, don’t
just focus on getting from the top to
bottom as fast as possible. The hill is your
skatepark. Find and utilize every cool
driveway, crack or imperfection and skate
it! Flowing down a hill at full speed, in and
out of switch, playing with every turn and
dip of the road is simply euphoric. Watch
skatehousemedia.com and Kyle Martin.

JAMES
KELLY
DOWNHILL DESTROYER
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Favorite three setups currently:
• Downhill Division Brandy with Charger 2 and 69mm78A S9 Race Formula. For going

fast and doing Mach-speed slides.
• Deep End Series 8.5” with Gullwing Standards and 56mm 101A S9 Park Formula for

shredding bowls and everything in the city.
• Super Shocka with Charger 2 and 70mm 80A S9 Race Formula. Standies all day long

and having fun on any terrain.

Best advice for beginners who are new to freeriding:
The only way to get better is RIDING YOUR SKATEBOARD! Trick tips, discussion boards
and fellow skaters can help you understand concepts, but the only way to learn is by
skateboarding. GET ON YOUR BOARD AND RIDE!

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve:
Ride new terrain and skate with different people. The terrain and people you ride with
shape your style and technique. Leave your hometown for a weekend and attend an event.
The more variety of styles you expose yourself to, the more skills you will learn.

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a notch:
SKATE EVERYTHING! Don’t just limit yourself to downhill, transition or perfect weather.
Get out and ride it all. Skate in the rain, skate your local park, skate your local hills and try
to learn something you couldn’t do yesterday.

Favorite three setups currently:
I only have three boards right now. I always end up giving my extras away. The ones I do
have are dialed in, though, and I love them. Here’s what I’ve got:
• Subsonic Pulse; wedged Bennett “Grennett” 5.0 front truck from GriffinSk8;

dewedged Airflow rear truck; Reflex bushings; 76mm/78A Atobe Bonneville wheels.
• Bustin prototype board (nine-ply drop-through); 50° Randal 180 front with lime Re-

flex bushings; 42° Randal 180 back with red Reflex bushings; 84A Zombie Hawgs.
• Rotule 5Pieds (58” dancer); wedged Bennett 6.0 front with soft Reflex/Venom SHR bush-

ings; dewedged 149mm Tracker RTS with red Reflex cones; Atobe Bonneville wheels.

Boards I’m missing:
Pool deck, slalom deck.

Best advice for beginners who are new to long distance:
Learn to push with both feet. Start now and it only gets easier later. You’ll go faster
longer, and you’ll reduce the chance of overuse injuries.

Best advice for intermediates who want to improve:
Skate everywhere. That’s the biggest difference I can come up with between riders in NYC
and riders everywhere else. Traveling without a board here is like forgetting to wear pants.

Best advice for experts who want to take things up a notch:
Work on your form. The fastest riders I know all have similar form. Try to lift the knee
to 90 degrees, push with the ball of your foot, get your body into it and get low, and use
your arms to help create additional momentum.

JEFF VYAIN
WINNER OF ADRENALINA SKATEBOARD MARATHON

LOUIS PILLONI
DOWNHILL DO-IT-ALL
Years Riding: Got my first skateboard in 1992, but skateboarding 
didn’t consume my life till 2004.
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Favorite three setups currently:
New Landyachtz Chinook, with Bear
Smokies at 40 and 35 degrees with
white Mini-Monsters, for DH; new
Landyachtz Switchblade, with Bear
Hybrid Grizzlies at 45 degrees and
Zombie wheels, for freeride; Landy-
achtz Pocket Knife, with vintage
“Energy” trucks, and Tunnel Rock
wheels, a classic mini.

Advice for beginners taking up downhill:
Don’t grab stinkbug. Be SAFE. Don’t
blow stop signs or cut corners, and
spot the blind ones. Traffic is our
biggest threat; second is probably
guardrails, so know when to push it –
like on a closed race course or with
your friends spotting for you; and espe-
cially take it easy on unfamiliar runs.
Work on holding a solid tuck and taking
inside lines and slowing down BEFORE
the corner instead of sliding out IN the
corner. Oh, and bearings don’t matter,
as long as they have oil in them.

How can intermediates 
step things up?
Wear knee pads (and obviously gloves
and a helmet) so you can push your
comfort zone and not get hurt.
Avoiding “running it out.” Stretch.
Mainly just don’t get hurt, and have
fun. Watch some videos and go find
new spots, even if you have to travel.
Keep working on that tuck: elbows
tight, and stay solid and focused.

Advice/pointers for advanced
skaters wishing to improve:
Try to ride with people who are
faster than you if you can, and get
out to some races or sessions to mix
up with some randoms. Watch Mo-
toGP or F1 videos, and videos of past
races or hills you want to improve
on. Learn when to pass and when to
relax. Compare with other riders and
look for little improvements you
could make, because everything
adds up.

Favorite three setups currently: Gravity B40,
Gravity MC42, Gravity ED E55, all with Tracker
Darts and Gravity wheels.

Advice for beginners taking longboards on
transition: Get your setup dialed in and make
sure it can redirect well, either with super
loose trucks or it’s gotta have a kicktail. Oth-
erwise what you’re doing is unfunctional and
not safe for others in the area.

How can intermediates step things up?
Never quit – mind over matter.

Advice/pointers for advanced skaters
wishing to improve: Don’t burn out, keep it
fresh and remember you won’t be able to do it
forever. Taking breaks has always helped me
improve too. Dream and be inspired.

ANDREW CHAPMAN
DOWNHILL DARK HORSE
Years Riding: Six total, going on my fourth year in BC.

BRAD 
EDWARDS
LONGBOARD STYLE ICON
Years Riding: 35
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Advice for beginner to pro: Eat good, sleep good, have
good times, and good friends. Push with your back foot.
Start off small. Try every fakie, and nollie. Skate all day
every day. Remember where u came from. 

JEREMY
PECKHAM
PUSHING BOUNDARIES
Years Riding: 10+
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Want to know where to find Concrete Wave Magazine? Would you like to find all the amazing skate gear you see in these pages? Look no further than our shop list. If
you’d like to have your shop listed here, it’s easy. Simply send a check for $115 to Indaba Group PO Box 1895 Carlsbad California 92018 or pay pal
tailtapinfo@yahoo.com, ph: 760-722-4111. You’ll get 10 copies of 5 issues mailed out along with this complete listing. For international rates, please email us. Yes, ship-
ping is included. If you think your local shop or park should be carrying Concrete Wave, email mbrooke@interlog.com.

SKATEBOARD
SHOPS LIST

ARIZONA
Sidewalk Surfer
2602 N. Scottsdale Road Scottsdale 480.994.1017
admin@sidewalksurfer.com • www.sidewalksurfer.com
CALIFORNIA
IFYI Inc 1083 Bedmar Street Carson 
Board Gallery 3333 Newport Boulevard Newport Beach 
714.902.3769
Cellular Skate 6787 Carnelian Street Alta Loma 909.941.1004
Mike McGills Skate Shop
335 First Street Suite #S Encinitas 760.943.7730 
Ollie Angel 235 Palm Avenue, Imperial Beach 619.575.7357
Mike’s Bike Shop 
5507 West Pico Blvd. Los Angeles 323.935.4338
Viva Skateboards 1709 Howard Road Madera 559.664.8997
Bill’s Wheels Skateshop
1240 Soquel Avenue Santa Cruz 831.469.0904
Purple Skunk Purpleskunk.com
5820 Geary Blvd. San Francisco 415.668.7905
CCMF/Toyland 1260 Palm Street San Luis Obispo, 
CA 93401 805-801-6653 ccmfjay@yahoo.com
The Trading Post 622 Upham Street San Luis Obispo 
805.801.6653 ccmfjay@yahoo.com
Sonoma Old School Skate and Surf
1001 Broadway Sonoma 707.938.5500 skatesos.com
Cellular Skate 287 Mountain Ave Upland 
Tel: 909.981.8856 cellskate@verizon.net
Maui and Sons
1415 Ocean Front Walk Venice Beach mauiandsons.com
COLORADO
All Board Sports 1750 30th Street Boulder 303.415.1600
Diabolical Boardshop 4255 S.Broadway,  Englewood
CONNECTICUT
Skate Pusher 57 McIntosh Drive Bristol 860.593.4550
Skate Valencia 68 Leonard Street, Bristol 203.524.4675
GEORGIA
Feral 190 Park Avenue, Athens 706.369.1084
Skate Madness 13800 Hwy. 9 N., Ste. D 145
Alpharetta 770.410.3456 skatemadness.com 
Woody’s Halfpipe
6135 Peachtree Parkway Suite # 603 Norcross 
LOUSIANA
Board Lords Mall of Louisiana, 6401 Bluebonnet Blvd.
Suite # 2044, Baton Rouge, 225.769.1222 
MASSACHUSETTS
Boardroom 6 Armory Street Northhampton
413.586.8857
MICHIGAN
Ollies Skate Shop 120 ½ E Maumee Adrian
517.265.2031
MINNESOTA

Old School Skaters 1119 NW 2nd Street Faribault
612.578.3326 www.oldschoolskaters.net 
MISSOURI
Genesis Skateboarding 13  NW  Barry Rd.  #147 Kansas City
816.456.1307 genesisskateboarding.com
MONTANA
Wheaton’s 
214 1st Avenue West Kalispell 406.257.5808 wheatonscycle.com
BlackTop Surfshop 176 5th Avenue West North Kalispell 406-
752-6006
NEW JERSEY
Black Diamond Skatepark 400 Route 38 Unit 1610 Moorestown
NEW MEXICO
Koa Nalu Surf Shop 8254 Menaul Blvd NE
Albuquerque 505-332-SURF koanalu.com
Timeship Raicing 825 Early Street Suite H Sante Fe
505.474.0074 timeshipracing.com
NORTH CAROLINA
Soul Ride Skatepark 6049 Victory Lane Concord 704.454.7433
soulrideskates.com
We’re Board Inc Skatepark and Shop 1423 North Church
Street, Ste 104 Burlington NC 27217
OHIO
Old Skool Skateboards
19E College Avenue, Westerville roxtar55@hotmail.com
OREGON
The Uprise 1110 NW Van Buren Ave, Corvallis 541.754.4257 
541.480.4254 thelongboardstore.com
The Longboard Store 1238 SW Wheeler Place Bend 
541.480.4254 thelongboardstore.com
Daddies Board Shop 7126 NE Sandy Blvd., Portland
503.281.5123 daddiesboardshop.com 
Gorge Performance 7400 Southwest Macadam Avenue Port-
land 503.246.6646
The Mountain Shop 628 NE Broadway Portland
Rip City Skate 1510 NE 37th Ave. Portland 
PENNSYLVANIA
Rayzor Tattoos 4 South Front Street Steeltown
RHODE ISLAND
Seven.Ply 3 Canal Street Westerly 401.348.0656
TENNESSEE
Planet Sk8 7024 East Church Street Suite 2 Brentwood 
615.377.1947
Sk8sations Skate Shop 3032 N.John B.Dennis Hwy. Kingsport
423.245.0994 tbec@charter.net
VIRGINIA
EastCoast Boardco. 10358 Fairfax Blvd. Fairfax 
703.352.4600 x:8 213 25th Street Va Beach 
Black Cat Skateshop 
1325 A West Main Street, Charlottesville 434.244.0014
WASHINGTON

Gravity Sports 126 Rainier Ave South Renton 425.255.1874
Mountain Goat Outfitters 12 W. Sprague Avenue Spokane
Motion Boardshop 17230 Bothell Way NE Lake Forest Park
206.372.5268 motionboardshop.com
ALBERTA
Avenue Skateparks
9030.118 Avenue NW Edmonton 780.477.2149
Easy Rider 4211.106 St., #153 Edmonton 780.413.4554
Pipeline Surf Co 780.421.1575
Comasports 10B-200 Barclay Parade SW 403.233.8841 pow-
erinmotion.ca
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Area 51 191 Station Street Duncan 250.746.8869 a51.ca
Raven Skate Shop 411 Campbell Street Tofino 250.725.1280
ravenskateshop.ca
Salton Rides Saltholidays Island, BC 250.537.4984 
saltonskate@canada.com
Switchback Longboards 4385B Boban Dr. Nanaimo 250.751.
7625
ONTARIO
Hammer Skate Shop 2225 Queen Street East Toronto,
416.698.0005
Hogtown 401 King Street West, Toronto 
416.598.4192
McPhails 98 King Street North, Waterloo 
 519.886.4340
QUEBEC
DLX/Deluxe 2480, chemin Ste.Foy Ste.Foy 
418.653.0783 dlxdeluxe.com

OVERSEAS
AUSTRALIA
Boardshop Australia – boardshop.com.au
04 15883371 – friendlyfolks@boardshop.com.au
Cre8ive Sk8 – 5/244 Ross River Road
Aitkenvale – Queensland 4814 Australia
BRAZIL
Ultra Series Skate Shop
Tel.:55(41)3023-2480 – ultraseriesskate.blogspot.com
FRANCE
hawaiisurf.com
GERMANY
seasondistribution.com, concretewave.de
Hackbrett Longskates Im Wechselfeld – 12 St. Peter
hack@customlongskates.com
longboarders.de – Gustavstrasse 49 90762
Furth kontakt@longboarders.de – Tel: 0911 9772500
JAPAN
Y & T Fussa Fussa – 2348 Fussa Fussa City – Tokyo – 1970011

Clover Skateboard Shop – 1-21-3-1201 Befu Jyounan
Fukuoka 8140104 – Japan
NETHERLANDS
Sickboards – Fuutlan 45 Delft – sickboards@yahoo.com
NEW ZEALAND
Serenity Island Surf & Skate Café 
202a Wainui Road – Gisborne – serenityisland.com
Ultimate Boards – 3/1043 Great North Road Point – Chevalier
– Auckland 1022 – New Zealand – ultimateboards.co.nz
UK
octanesport.com
skateboardsofchoice.co.uk
Bath, United Kingdom – Tel: + 44 1249 715811

Sk8s Go – General Juan Cano 40 – Colony San Miguel
Chapultepec – Mexico, D.F 52-55-58132448
Soul dh Alameda Picaflores – 245 San Borja – Lima 41 – Peru
Skate of the Nation – Unit 6 GYY Building # 1 Tomas Morato
1100 – Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines
Indiana Sports GmbH – Elbestrasse 14 – Wald, 8636
Switzerland – Contact: Christof Peller

ON.LINE RETAILERS
allboardsports.com
blackholeboards.com
bordz.net
cascadialongboards.com
coldwarskateboards.com
daddiesboardshop.com
denverskateshop.com
edsbearings.com (Pleasure Tools)
ffashop.com
fuegolongboards.com
genesisskateboarding.com
longboardskater.com
latterdayskates.com
longboardshop.de
longboardstore.com
longboardskater.com
milehighskates.com
motionboardshop.com
oldschoolskates.net
pressuredroplongboards.com
roadkillskates.com
sidewalksurfer.com
sk8supply.com
socalskateshop.com
solidskate.com
tactissk8.com
tailtap.com
vslboardshop.com

www.royalboardshop.com
www.boardshop.com.au
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www.pipelinesurf.ca
www.longboardliving.com
www.malibuboards.net
www.concretewave.de
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www.restlessboards.com
www.prodesigned.com
www.longboardalm.at
www.greenbananaskateboards.com
www.sk8insurance.com
www.cindrichboards.com
www.woodyshalfpipe.com
www.getaback.com
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Designed by YOU Created by US

www.crboardworks.com

YOUR ATTITUDE        

YOUR STYLE          

YOUR PERSONALITY  

YOUR SHAPE

OUR PASSION

CUSTOM LONGBOARDS

www.earthwingskateboards.com
www.187killerpads.com
www.rhinoceroslongboards.com
www.crboardworks.com
www.cultwheels.com
www.blisslongboards.com
www.malibuboards.net
www.skatecultwheels.com


www.tailtap.com


www.buddycarrskateboards.com


www.jetskateboards.com


cultwheels.com - cult wheels Resources and Information. This website is for sale!

http://www.cultwheels.com/[3/26/2011 5:30:04 PM]

Related Searches

CULTWHEELS.COM  Search

Related Searches

Church  Bible  Islam  Buddhism  Catholic church  Quran  JUDAISM  Bible study  Hinduism  Atheist

Church  Bible  Islam  Buddhism  Catholic church  Quran  JUDAISM  Bible study  Hinduism  Atheist

This page provided to the domain owner free by Sedo's Domain Parking. Disclaimer: Domain owner and Sedo maintain no relationship with third party advertisers. Reference to any
specific service or trade mark is not controlled by Sedo or domain owner and does not constitute or imply its association, endorsement or recommendation.

Buy Domains  Sell Domains  Premium Domains  Domain Appraisal  Domain Names for Sale  Domain Parking  Domain Transfer  Domain Auction  Domain Name

The domain cultwheels.com may be for sale by its owner!

RELATED SEARCHES

Church
Bible
Islam
Buddhism
Catholic church
Quran
JUDAISM
Bible study
Hinduism
Atheist

BUY THIS DOMAIN

The domain
cultwheels.com may be
for sale by its owner!

More details...

Sponsored listings

Talbot School of Theology
Spiritual Formation and Soul Care MA, M.Div and Certificate
www.talbot.edu

Miracle Healing Prayer
The miracles Evang Reinhard Bonnke sees in Africa are for you too!
www.CfaN.org

Short Term Mission Trips
110 countries - international teams 2 weeks to 2 years to Life all year
www.om.org

evangel church
contemporary church services every sunday at 9:15am and 11:00am
www.yourevangel.ca

Missionary Oblates
Be a missionary priest or brother Oblates serve in 67 countries
www.omiusa.org

Truth about Scientology
You’ve heard the controversy. Now Get The Facts. Watch Online Videos!
Scientology.org

2011 Mission Trips
Explore a variety of locations in the United States and abroad.
www.ExperienceMission.org

Church resources
Looking For Church Resources? Coaching For Pastors And Staff
MinistryAdvantage.org

Increase church community
Start growing today with tools to get more members & participation.
www.onthecity.org

The Watchman's Post
An ongoing prophetic presentation Announcing Jehovah's judgments
e-watchman.com

Language: English

http://www.cultwheels.com/info/Church.html?ses=Y3JlPTEzMDExNzQ5NTEmdGNpZD13d3cuY3VsdHdoZWVscy5jb200ZDhlNWFhNzM1MDJjNi4yMzY0MTk1MyZma2k9Nzg4OTExODImdGFzaz1zZWFyY2gmZG9tYWluPWN1bHR3aGVlbHMuY29tJnM9ZGRkYTBkMGRkZGQ1OGQ0ZjE4OWImbGFuZ3VhZ2U9ZW4mYV9pZD0yJmtleXdvcmQ9Q2h1cmNoJnBvcz0xJmt3cz03Jmt3c2k9OA==&token=H6MfWqOma1wKEwjNxLbKlu2nAhVDZtoKHe047NQYACAAMPDQsAg4DVDw0LAIUOTaxAlQj9CtKQ
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